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ABSTRACT 

 
        The present study is an attempt to investigate the functionality of the ECS 

textbooks within the framework of  SFL. Hence, it consists of two parts: the first part was 

concerned with finding out the degree of this functionality as perceived by the ECS 

instructors in the UJLC and the UJ undergraduate students, while the second part was 

concerned with exploring how the aspects of functionality were distributed in the ECS 

textbooks.  

       Two rating scales were devised on the basis of Butt et al.'s model for the 

purpose of measuring the functionality of the textbooks. The analysis of the two textbooks 

was based on Butt et. al's framework of context analysis which begins basically with the 

lexicogrammatical analysis of the texts to describe the experiential, interpersonal, and 

textual meanings/functions of the text. The corpus of the analysis consisted of all the texts 

in the textbooks (listening, reading, speaking and writing activities). Each textbook 

contains 14 units with 14 reading and listening texts together with speaking and writing 

activities. 

           The findings of the study revealed that the ECS instructors and students 

believed that the textbooks are moderately functional.  The analysis of the textbooks 
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showed that there was no balance in the distribution of  most functional aspects in the ECS 

textbooks as revealed by the analysis of the lexicogrammar on the three levels of meanings: 

the experiential, the interpersonal and the textual and the contextual description of the three 

elements of situation: field, tenor and mode.  

     It was concluded that there was no congruity between the findings of the 

lexicogrammatical analysis and contextual description which indicated, generally speaking, 

a relatively low estimation of functionality on the one hand, and the instructors' and the 

students' perceptions of the ECS textbooks functionality on the other. This suggests that the 

instructors were not familiar with the functional approach to language as there were no in-

service training programs in the UJLC. However, there was a considerable congruity 

between the instructors' and the students' responses to the rating scales regarding the 

functionality of the ECS textbooks. It was recommended that future research  gives more 

priority to the analysis based on the SFL framework as an effective objective instrument for 

collecting data and evaluating EFL textbooks.   
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Chapter One  

Introduction  

                          
1.0 Introduction 

The significance of the English language nowadays lies in the fact that most new 

knowledge in all fields of disciplines is written, exchanged, reserved, and documented in 

English. Mackey and Mountford (1978) confirm this importance of English. They state that 

all science is taught in English and that a higher standard of language proficiency is needed 

in order for students to comprehend and manipulate difficult intellectual material. The 

success of teaching and learning EFL depends largely on making sound choices regarding 

the design of the EFL material, evaluating such material, and adapting it so as to suit the 

nature of the intended group. 

   However, evaluating textbooks is a complex process (Chambers, 1997). First, it 

incorporates various components: material designers, learners, teachers, administrators, etc. 

Second, it might be based on various theoretical backgrounds: pedagogical, linguistic, 

social, psychological, etc. It receives, therefore, little attention and this results in few 

studies in this regard. Sadeghian (1981) explains the reasons behind such a scarcity in 

textbooks evaluation studies: first, textbooks evaluation is considered less prestigious and 

some what commercially tainted to deal with textbooks. Second, it seems to be true that 

most of those who are involved in writing articles and giving papers are not very often 

practicing EFL teachers. Teachers may know a great deal about the shortcomings of the 

textbook, but they seldom make notes. 

Cunningsworth (1995) distinguishes three types of materials evaluation: pre-use 

evaluation which takes place before a textbook is used, in-use evaluation which takes place 
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during its use, and post-use evaluation which takes place after use.  

Regarding this significance of English language and the importance of the EFL 

textbook as an essential component of any EFL course, and as this study is mainly 

concerned with evaluating the ECS textbooks from a functional perspective, this chapter is 

mainly concerned with the theoretical background of the study, significant of the study, 

statement of the problem, purpose of the study,  questions of the study, and the limitations 

of the study.     

1.1 Theoretical background of the study 

 The Functionalists' view of language as a system of meanings accompanied by 

forms through which the meanings can be realized (Halliday, 1985) is completely different 

from that of the Structuralists' which sees language as finite principles and rules (Chomsky, 

1982 ) by which learners can create an infinite number of correct sentences. So, as 

Functionalists put a great emphasis on the context of the text (Halliday, 1984; 1985; 2002; 

2003 a), Structuralists separate texts from contexts and so they decontextualize them. 

Chomskyan grammar, therefore, is viewed as ‘a machine which accepts only one correct 

mould’ (Robinson, 1979).  

Although Functionalists nourish life into the corpse of the structural theory, they 

never underestimate the importance of  the traditional linguistics. On the contrary, they 

build on it and refine its notions (Butt  et. al, 2001). 

Halliday (2003 b) in his collected works in a book entitled On Language and 

Linguistics makes a strict distinction between traditional and functional linguistics: the 

former sees language as thought, the latter sees it as action. The former represents language 

as rules, it stresses the formal analysis of sentences, while the latter represents language as 
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choices, or as a resource, it stresses the semantic interpretation of discourse (Halliday, 

2003). In spite of this,  Halliday admits that this gap between the functional linguistics and 

the traditional linguistics is getting closer and that the psycholinguistic point of view is 

complementary to the sociosemantic perspective (Parret, 1974). 

The grammatical syllabuses which are based upon the traditional linguistics have 

been thoroughly criticized by syllabus designers (Nunan, 1989). Meanwhile, the functional 

syllabuses, which are built on the basis of the SFL, start to flourish and replace even the 

communicative ones (Cusworth, 1994). 

SFL can be viewed as a multidimensional theory though it is sociolinguistic in core. 

It is psycholinguistic in the sense that it precisely describes the phases of the child's 

language development and functions (Halliday, 1975; 2003). On the same continuum, it is 

cognitive in the sense  that it focuses on the meaning ‘potential;’ ‘can mean’ is ‘can do’ 

when translated into language (Halliday, 1973). It is situational in the sense that it sees 

context as the soil of the text. Above all, it is sociolinguistic simply because it views 

language as a social activity or ‘semiotic’ (Halliday, 1975). Berry (1975) points out that 

there are some features distinguishing the systemic linguistics from other theories of 

linguistics. She believes that the most important distinguishing feature of systemic 

linguistics is the very high priority it gives to the sociological aspects. Systemic linguists 

are particularly interested in describing varieties of language which depend on social 

occasions. Finally, it is structural as it never disregards or undermines the traditional 

grammar.  

Although Halliday has declared that there will be no immediate applications of his 

theory, he numerates lots of these in his book An Introduction to Functional Grammar not 

only in the field of education (e.g. analyzing prose styles of the scientific texts (Kopple, 
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2003), differentiation between grammar of science and grammar of humanities (Halliday, 

1993)), but also in various fields such as propaganda, multilingualism, socialization, 

translation, communication, etc. (Halliday, 1985).  

Halliday (1973, 2003 b) determines three functions of the adult language which can 

be regarded as the components of the semantic stratum as well. The first is the experiential 

(ideational) function or meaning by which we express our internal processes or 

experiences. The logical function is another stratum under this macro level of meaning (i.e. 

the ideational); it shows the relations between these experiential processes. The 

interpersonal function which refers to our use of language to express social and personal 

relations together with speech acts is another macro level of meaning. The textual function, 

which uses language to organize our experiential, logical and interpersonal meanings into a 

coherent linear whole, is the third macro level of meaning (Butt et. al, 2001). 

Butt et. al’s model organizes specifically the levels of language. In this model, text 

is seen within a cultural as well as a situational context (register), these two strata are 

included under what so-called the extralinguistic levels. The context of situation or the 

register has three components which correspond, in turn, with the three macro–functions:  

1 The field is the topic or the subject matter and it corresponds, thus, with the 

ideational (experiential) function/meaning. 

2 The tenor reflects the relationship between the interlocutors and it corresponds 

with the interpersonal function/meaning. 

3 The mode is the channel of communication whether spoken or written and this 

corresponds with the textual function/meaning. 

These components are realized ‘optionally’ in the systems of grammar and 

wordings which, in turn, are realized in the expression levels (phonology, gestures and 
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graphology). 

The extralinguistic levels (the cultural and the situational) are realized in the content 

level of language which is accurately two levels: the semantic level (systems of meanings 

i.e. the experiential, the interpersonal and the textual), and the lexicogrammatical level 

which simply means words and the way they arranged. The lexicogrammatical level is 

realized by the expression level of language from where we make choices from systems of 

sound (phonology), systems of gesture (the phonology of signed languages) and systems of 

writing (graphology) (Ibid:pp6-7). 

In exploring texts, Functionalists draw a line between registers and genres. The 

former is defined as a variety according to the user (Halliday, 1978) as the individual has 

different contexts during the day. However, genres refer to the text type whether it is a 

report, research, recount, etc. 

 In the experiential meaning, Functionalists are interested in verbs as processes 

(Butt et. al, 2001): 

a. “Doing verbs” which can be subdivided into material processes (e.g. built), and  

behavioural processes (e.g. sneeze). 

b. “Projecting verbs” which can be subdivided into mental processes (e.g. think), 

and verbal processes (e.g. said). 

c. “Being verbs” which can be subdivided into existential processes (e.g. are, 

were), and relational processes (e.g. are, am, seem, look). 

Functionalists, therefore, see subjects and objects as participants: 

      1  Actor: (e.g. He built that house). 

            2    Goal: ( e.g. She made tea). 

3 Beneficiary to/for: (e.g. I sent that parcel to my friend). 
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4 Behaver: (e.g. He sneezes a lot). 

5 Range: (e.g. They watched the sea). 

6 Bahaviour: (e.g. She cried bitter cries). 

7 Senser: (e.g. She knows that he will pass the exam). 

8 Phenomenon: (e.g. She likes fruit). 

9 Sayer: (e.g. She said he was in danger). 

10 Verbiage: (e.g. She said that they couldn't do it). 

11 Receiver: (e.g. She told me that she’s on a maternity leave). 

12 Target: (e.g. They praised him). 

13 Existent: (e.g. There’s a big demonstration against racism). 

14 Carrier: (e.g. This is white). 

15 Attribute: (e.g. She looks pale). 

16 Identified: (e.g. My house is next door). 

17 Identifier: (e.g. My shop is the first in the street). 

18 Token: (form)(e.g. My teacher is the committee president). 

19 Value: (Function or role ) (e.g. My teacher is the committee president). 

20 Adverbial/prepositional clauses function as circumstances: (e.g. It was made in 

China). 

Further, Functionalists discuss the interpersonal meaning. They believe that English 

speakers change the subject–finite relationship of mood to indicate whether they are giving 

or demanding information or goods and services. So we get the declarative, the imperative 

and the interrogative moods. They analyze the text on this level like the following: 
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     Open the window! 

No subject  No finite Predicator Complement 

 Residue 

 

I can’t open     the window! 

     Subject    Finite–(modal) Predicator     Complement 

Mood block Residue 

- Mood is the subject and finite plus the polarity. 

 -Predicator is the rest of the verbal group. 

 -Adjunct is the circumstances. 

 -Complement is the nominal groups.  

 -Residue is the predicator (s), complement (s), and Adjunct (s). 

In the textual function, Functionalists are concerned with the idea of theme and 

rheme. The theme is defined as the point of departure of the spoken or written text, whereas 

the rheme is identified as the remanent of the text: 

  The president   precedes the soldiers  

   Theme    Rheme 

Themes can be divided into: 

1. Textual: (e.g. But you can't go now). 

2. Topical: (e.g. She's a nurse). 

3. Interpersonal: (e.g. Mary! come up here!). 

Themes can be marked and unmarked. "Marked" means that they are unusual and 

unexpected (e.g. Absolutely, you're right!). "Unmarked" means that it is the most expected 
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and common (e.g. You're right!). 

The significance of Theme–Rheme notion lies in the fact that it helps the 

hearer/reader follow the progression of the text and perceives the given–new information in 

it. 

 The textual function unfolds the cohesion as well as the coherence which 

depends largely on the cohesion of the text: lexical devices, repetition, references, 

substitution and ellipsis (Halliday, 2002 ). 

 In investigating text types, Butt et. al (2001) draw a line between the story 

genre and the factual genre. The former encompasses three forms: the recount which 

involves telling what happened and documents a sequence of events and evaluates their 

significance in some way; the narrative which builds a pattern of events complicated to 

reach a climax and ends with a resolution that entertains or instructs the reader; and the 

news story which reports important and newsworthy events. The latter, however, involves 

five forms of genres: the procedure which tells how to do something; the protocol which 

sets out rules and regulations of behaviour; the information report which presents 

information about something; the explanation which argues an issue; and the discussion 

which looks at an issue from different angles and perspectives.  

Regarding whether the SFL fits within the context of EFL/ESL or not, Butt et. al  

point out the importance of functional grammar in this particular context; they say: 

Those of you who teach students who are learning a second or a 
foreign language may also be asked what is the use of functional 
grammar. You could point out that the relationship between grammar and 
meaning and context is the key to mastering the target language accurately 
and fluently. A knowledge of the structures of the target language 
(accuracy) needs to combine with knowledge of how and when to link 
these structures together into real texts that work within the target 
language's cultural contexts (fluency). Knowledge of grammar from a 
functional perspective will help second language learners to identify what 
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people in a cultural talk about–and how they talk about it-in their various 
contexts (Butt et. al, 2001:276). 

 

ECS I and II were introduced with the following goals in mind: (i) to enable the 

undergraduate students to use English effectively for the purpose of communication; (ii) to 

review all the structures and functions needed for successful communication; (iii) to help 

students pursue an acceptable level of specialized courses comprehensibility through the 

medium of English; (iv) and to enable students to use the library resources effectively 

(Asfour et. al, 1999). 

A quick review of the two textbooks would reveal the sequence of the design: each 

textbook consists of fourteen units. Each unit contains a reading passage as a start followed 

by reading comprehension questions and vocabulary exercises based on the reading text. 

Then, it proceeds to deal with a grammatical issue. Most of the grammar is presented 

deductively, the rules are given first then they are followed by the examples. Listening, 

speaking and writing activities are then unfolded. Some punctuation exercises are scattered 

here and there (there are three exercises only in the ECS textbook I). 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

      Locally speaking, there have been too many complaints regarding  the ECS 

textbooks that students are still weak in communication and using language for research in 

their academic majors. Also, it was noticed that students do not learn too much from these 

textbooks; they just learn 'futile' grammar and very difficult reading texts. In addition, it 

seemed that students couldn't use the language effectively and appropriately as claimed by 

most students and instructors by the end of the two courses. Thus, students were unable to 

communicate effectively and this contradicts the goals stated in the preface of the two 
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textbooks which claimed that the salient aim of the textbooks is to enable the undergraduate 

students to use English effectively for the purpose of communication and to review  all the 

structures and functions needed for communications. 

Bearing in mind the ultimate goal (that is promoting real communication) of the two 

ECS textbooks, taught at the UJ as a material content of the two obligatory courses ECS I 

and II, the researcher intends to examine the  functionality (as functionality and 

communication are used interchangeably here) of the textbooks and find out to what extent 

the two textbooks are functional according to Butt et. al's model.  

1.3  Significance of the study 

 First, the present study will uncover the weakness areas in the ECS textbooks that 

hinder communication. Second, it will outline a visionary functional framework that 

enhances communication and self-autonomy. In this way, students will be able to use the 

language appropriately and contextually by being made, for example, fully aware of the 

social roles of the participants, their statuses or powers, their social distances, etc. Besides, 

it will help students develop the strategies and skills which enable them to interact 

effectively; clearly express their internal and external experiences; and help them organize 

intelligible spoken and written texts by explicitly teaching them how to crack and build the 

three meanings/functions in any text.  Third, this study will open the door for more 

qualitative research in the field of EFL textbooks evaluation using the SFL rationale.   

1.4 Purpose of the study 

The present study aims at evaluating the ECS textbooks, taught at the UJ as a part of 

the ECS courses I and II from a functional perspective as perceived by the ECS instructors 

as well as the UJ students alongside the lexicogrammatical analysis and  contextual 
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description of the listening and reading texts and the speaking and writing activities. This 

study, therefore, is mainly concerned with investigating the functionality of the two 

textbooks according to Butt et. al's SFL. It limits itself to collecting qualitative and 

quantitative data through a rating scale as well as the lexicogrammatical analysis and 

contextual description of each text on the basis of Butt et. al's model (Butt  et. al, 2001).  

1.5 Questions of the study 

Using Butt et. al’s model of the SFL theory, the study attempts to explore to what 

extent the two ECS textbooks are functional. More specifically, the study addresses the 

following questions:  

(A) To what extent are the ECS textbooks functional as perceived by the ECS 

instructors in the University of Jordan Language Centre (UJLC)? 

In order to explore to what extent the ECS textbooks are functional as perceived by 

the UJ undergraduate students, the following question was posed:  

(B) To what extent are the ECS textbooks functional as perceived by the UJ 

undergraduate students?  

 A third question was posed:  

(C) How are the aspects of functionality distributed in the textbooks? 

More specifically, the analysis of lexicogrammar in each text and the contextual 

description of the field, tenor and mode in each text will answer the following related 

questions: 

     (a) 1. What are the experiential domains in the textbooks on the context level?  

           2. What are the most common registers in the ECS textbooks? 

           3. How are these registers distributed in the ECS textbooks? 
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      (b) 1. What are the agentive/societal roles of the participants in the ECS 

textbooks? 

            2. How are these societal roles distributed in the ECS textbooks? 

 3. What are the most dominant statuses of the participants in the ECS 

textbooks? 

  4. What are the most common social distances among the participants in the 

ECS textbooks? 

       (c) 1. What is the most common role of  language in the ECS textbooks ? 

  2. What is the most common type of interaction in the ECS textbooks? 

 3. What is the most common channel in the ECS textbooks? 

 4. What is the most common rhetorical thrust in the ECS textbooks? 

 5. What are the text types in the ECS textbooks on the text level?  

1.6 Limitations of the study 

 The study limits itself to the following constraints: the setting of the study (the 

place that is the UJ and the year 2006 / 2007); the participants involved in the study; Butt 

et. al's model which can be regarded the most important limitation of the study together 

with the rating scales and the analysis of the lexicogrammar and the contextual description 

of the texts. 

1.7 Definitions of terms: 

-Channel: it refers to how the text was originally received and it is either phonic or graphic 

or, in the case of a signed text, visual (Butt et. al, 2001:193). 

-Context of situation: this term is used to describe the things going on in the world outside 

the text that make the text what it is. These are the extralinguistic features of a text which 
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are given substance in the words and grammatical patterns that speakers and writers use 

consciously and subconsciously to construct texts of different varieties, and  that their 

audiences use to classify and interpret. This consists of three elements: field, tenor, and 

mode (Ibid:4). 

-Experiential domain: what the text is all about (Ibid:192). 

-Experiential (ideational) meaning/function: using language to represent the inner                  

and the outer worlds (experiences) and how these experiences are logically encoded. 

-Field: what is talked or written about; the long and short term goals of the text. 

-Interpersonal meaning/function: using language to encode interaction, to show how 

defensible we find our propositions, to encode obligation and inclination and to express our 

attitudes  defensible (Ibid:5). 

-Lexicogrammar: the words and the way they are arranged (Ibid:6). 

-Medium: it refers to whether the text was originally spoken or written, or even signed 

(Ibid:193). 

-Mode: the kind of text that is being made (Ibid:5). 

-Register: the varieties of language according to the context of situations (Ibid:8). 

-Rhetorical thrust: it refers to the overall feeling of the text; for example, instructional, 

persuasive, literary, etc. 

 -Role of language: it is either constitutive or ancillary. If it is ancillary, it helps some other 

activity. If language constitutes the text, it is the whole activity(Ibid:193). 

- Social distance: it measures how well the participants know each other: whether they 

speak familiarly or distantly. Maximal distance is used by speakers who have never met 

before, and minimal by those who interact on a familiar and frequent basis. It may be 

indicated by the levels of formality and objectivity in a text. 
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-Societal roles: roles of the speaker and addressee (or writer and reader)- for example, 

mother/child, doctor/patient, teacher/pupil. 

-Status: it is the power of the person in the tenor of discourse i.e. who gives orders, who     

asks the questions, who makes the offers, who gives information, and the responses of the 

addresses- that is, who remains silent, who agrees, contradicts, or refuses to participate. 

These statuses can be equal or hierarchic and temporary or permanent (Ibid:192). 

-Tenor: the relationship between the speaker and hearer or the writer and the reader 

(Ibid:5). 

-Textual meaning/function: using language to organize our experiential, logical and 

interpersonal meanings into a coherent and, in the case of written and spoken language, 

linear whole (Ibid:6). 

-Type of interaction: it refers to whether the text is all spoken by one person (monologic) 

or whether others participate (dialogic) (Ibid:193). 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.0 Introduction: 

In this chapter a general review of the studies evaluating EFL textbooks in Jordan 

and worldwide  will be tackled.  

2.1 Literature review of recent local studies relevant to textbooks 

evaluation and studies using the SFL framework:    

 Different evaluative studies have investigated EFL textbooks in Jordan from 

different perspectives. Lababidi (1983) conducted a study to find out whether the New 

Living English for Jordan series (books 1-5) convey communication or not. So, a number 

of  lessons was chosen randomly for the purpose of analysis. The criteria for judging the 

communicative potential of these lessons were deduced from the literature related to the 

communicative approach. In addition, the researcher collected data about several aspects of 

English education at the compulsory cycle through a questionnaire distributed among all 

the teachers of English in the city of Irbid. The results of the analysis indicated that none of 

these lessons included activities that could be considered communicative. Furthermore, the 

researcher reported that the data obtained from the questionnaire indicated that the teachers 

considered the low level of achievement on the part of the students to be due to the fact that 

the approach and method upon which the curriculum  was based lacked the emphasis on the 

communicative functions of the language. Teachers considered the structural approach to 

be no longer adequate and there was a need to shift  the focus from the grammatical to the 

communicative nature of the language.  
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 In 1988 El-Mostafa conducted another study to evaluate the First 

Preparatory (7th Grade) Progress of English through Relevant Activities for Jordan 

(PETRA) textbooks. He developed two evaluation scales: a teachers’ scale which covered  

the following areas: rationale and philosophical basis of the textbooks, objectives, language 

skills, vocabulary, grammar, content, method of teaching, teaching aids, workbook, 

teacher's book, and general aspects of PETRA textbooks; and a students’ scale which 

included the teaching aids, vocabulary, structure, exercises, and general aspects of the 

textbooks. The findings showed that PETRA textbooks were rated quite adequate regarding 

rationale, objectives, language skills, teaching aids, grammar, vocabulary, content, method 

of teaching, workbook, teacher’s book, and general aspects of the book. 

Interestingly, using the same scale developed by El-Mostafa, Al-Kofeiri (1997) 

examined the English  PETRA textbooks for the Tenth Grade in Jordan from teachers’ 

perspectives. The results of the study echoed those of El-Mostafa’s. They indicated that the 

teachers’ views about the textbook were positive and also revealed that the participation of 

teachers in selecting the objectives was not at all adequate. 

A similar study was conducted by Mu’men (1992) which aimed at evaluating  

Teaching of English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) textbooks PETRA for the Seventh and 

Eighth Grades in the government schools in Jordan. The sample of the study consisted of 

all the TEFL teachers (males and females) who taught PETRA textbooks for the seventh 

and eighth grades in the government schools of the First and Second Directorates of 

Education in Greater Amman. They were asked to fill in a rating scale. The findings of the 

study indicated that PETRA textbooks were adequate regarding rationale and objectives, 

language skills, grammatical structures and functions, vocabulary, content, student's book, 
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workbook, audio-visual aids and the physical make–up of the textbooks. However, it was 

found that the textbooks didn't sufficiently address scientific and technical subjects.  

 In examining some cultural aspects of two textbooks taught at Yarmouk 

University, Abu Dalu (1992) analyzed the content of these textbooks to investigate to what 

extent the cultural aspects were found in these books. She took every sixth sentence from 

each book and analyzed it according to six cultural categories. These were: social 

(religious, food, drinks, party and man–woman relationship), historical, geographical and 

political references. It was found that there were almost no cultural signs regarding the 

above-mentioned cultural aspects in both books. The researcher also concluded that the two 

textbooks were almost culturally bias-free.  

Al-Marzouq’s study (1992) evaluated ‘English for Nurses’ textbooks used for the 

Second Secondary Class in the nursing stream. The sample of the study consisted of a large 

number of supervisors, teachers, and students from different districts in Jordan: Irbid, 

Ajloun, Ramtha, Jerash, and Mafraq. To achieve the purpose of the study, two different 

evaluative scales were used: one for students, and one for teachers and supervisors. The 

scales included the following subscales: teaching aids, vocabulary, structures, exercises and 

drills,  content,  technical aspects, rationale, objectives, language skills, teaching aids,  

style, teacher's manual, and technicality. The findings of the study revealed that the 

rationale of the textbook was based on teaching English for a specific purpose and 

matching the learners' needs; the style of the textbook didn’t encourage self-learning, 

critical thinking and problem-solving technique in the classroom; the vocabulary items 

were properly selected to suit communication at hospitals;  the structures, exercises and 

drills were varied and exemplified; and the language skills were not equally emphasized 

and they were not fairly integrated . 
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 Magableh (1997) conducted a study to evaluate the functional English 

language textbooks for the commercial first secondary class in the Jordanian government 

schools. The questionnaire consisted of two evaluative scales: one for teachers and 

supervisors and another  for students. The students’ scale was adapted from the teachers’ 

and supervisors’ scale. The teachers’ and supervisors’ scale consisted of 88 Likert type 

items covering the points of strength and weakness in 13 major characteristics of good 

textbooks. The characteristics echoed those in the previous studies. The findings of the 

study revealed that: the material was interesting and logically sequenced according to the 

teachers and supervisors; the exercises were related to the students’ level and interests; the 

content was easy and attractive for the teachers; the rationale of the book was based on 

teaching English for a clear purpose; the textbook did not reflect the culture and values of 

the Jordanian society such as honesty; and the material did not match the students’ needs 

from their point of view. 

In investigating the aspects of product in the writing of EFL students using 

Halliday's systemic functional grammar, Al-Sharah (1997) analyzed two mini-corpora of 

'successful' and 'unsuccessful' texts written by students from the university of Jordan and 

university of Yarmouk in the departments of English. The aim of his study was to explore 

how EFL students choose formal aspects -syntactical and lexical- to make meanings in their 

texts. It was found that although EFL written texts were acceptably developed as 

arguments, they revealed low-level problems relating to grammar and vocabulary. While 

the analysis of the contextual and text structure revealed the ability of the students to 

develop their arguments properly, following a text structure of initiation, declaration of 

position, supporting position, and evaluation.   
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 Al-Momani (1998) conducted a study to evaluate AMRA textbooks for the 

First and Second Secondary Grades in Jordan. He developed a questionnaire which 

contained the same aspects as in the previous studies. The sample of the study consisted of 

1400 students, and 240 teachers who taught AMRA textbooks I and II, and 40 supervisors. 

The study used interviews as well as classroom observations methods as data sources. It 

was found that the listening and speaking were not stressed in AMRA textbooks and the 

content of AMRA textbooks was not interesting to the students 

2.2 Literature review of recent international  studies relevant to 

textbooks evaluation and studies using the SFL framework:   

Cha (1989) investigated the extent to which communicative goals are pursued in 

language activities included in current Korean junior-high  EFL textbooks. These textbook 

materials were compared with the past Korean junior-high EFL textbook materials and 

recently published, beginning ESL textbook materials which claimed to focus on the 

development of communicative competence in four language skills. The investigation can 

be seen as having two major parts. The first part was concerned with the examination and 

subsequent rating of language activities contained in the three textbook groups in terms of 

the different language activities ranging from structural drills to communicative activities. 

The second part of the investigation was concerned with the examination and subsequent 

rating of the language learning activities in terms of the most emphasized language skill to 

be employed in drills and activities. The results indicated that the majority of language 

learning activities included in the three textbook groups examined largely focused on the 

development of the student's linguistic competence and didn't provide him with 

opportunities to progress from 'controlled to practice' to 'learner-centered communicative 
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interaction.' The findings also showed that the activities in which the writing skill was most 

emphasized attained the highest percentage in current and past Korean junior-high EFL 

textbook materials, and the speaking activities made up the largest part in the selected 

materials. 

          O'Connor (1993) analyzed some popular American English ESL/EFL 

textbooks in order to pursue two common speech acts–complimenting and expressing 

gratitude. The presence of these acts was first identified through a page-by page manual 

scan, and then classified according to type of treatment: explicit or implicit,  overt and 

covert. A second group of textbooks, ones with a definite functional bent, was then selected 

and examined. Then data gleaned from these two sources were compared. Explicit 

treatment of the speech act of complimenting was found to be non-existent in books of a 

non-functional bent: only two instances were found. Similarly, explicit treatment of the 

speech act of complimenting gratitude was found to be non-existent in books of a non- 

functional bent: only two instances were found. 

      Vande Kopple (1995) used Halliday's Continuum of linguistic styles or modes 

of representing experience: the synoptic which represents the world as a world of things, of 

products, and of structures; and the dynamic style which represents the world in terms of 

happenings, processes and becomings to investigate the writing of 34 four- year college  

students. It was found that many of the basic writers' sentences display neither of the kinds 

of complexity associated with the synoptic or dynamic style; they are neither lexically 

dense nor grammatically intricate, but when some complexity is present it was usually the 

dynamic sort. He concluded that this finding raises the possibility that some college 

students, without kinds of special help, will not able to move very far along the stylistic 

continuum toward the synoptic style in their writing. Besides, some students may have very 
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little sense about the two styles. He recommended that it would be very necessary to enable 

students to do the kind of scholarly work that seems to correlate highly with the synoptic 

style. 

 Bruton (1997) examined the EFL coursebooks taught at Sevilla University. 

The question of the study revolved around whether the students were allowed to be 

themselves and good communicators, and if the learning was genuinely contextualized and 

progressive. After analyzing the content, the study concluded that most coursebooks failed 

to help learners be themselves and be communicators in real situations. 

 Hartnett, on the other hand, (1997) suggested the use of the SFL model to 

build composition textbooks that help students write effectively. In order to find out what 

the handbooks covered especially the new concepts, what relevant research was recognized 

by the authors but didn't appear in the student pages, and what one alternative modern 

functional linguistics could offer; he compared the Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP) 

criteria for writing with the contents of more than a dozen recent handbooks for college 

composition. In addition, he examined Instructors' Annotated Editions of popular 

handbooks, publishers, bibliographies for teachers and other sources of references to 

unused approaches and contents that might contribute to the development of students' 

writing abilities. The material evaluated included eight comprehensive handbooks of 700 to 

over 1000 pages with an instructors' manual, seven compact editions of 300-530 pages, and 

three advanced handbooks. He concluded that the handbooks were weak on purpose, genre, 

flow of information and the relation of meaning to the form of verbs although alternative 

approaches existed. Further, he found that politicians, the public, and some English 

teachers were dissatisfied with outmoded and unsuccessful approaches. A growing number 

of them wanted grammar related to content, situation, and meaning. 
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           Wong (2000) examined ESL textbooks telephone dialogues against the real 

telephone interactions based on the research in conversation analysis. The analysis of eight 

ESL textbooks revealed that sequences found in naturally occurring dialogues such as 

summon-answer, identification, greeting, and 'how are you?' were absent in the textbooks 

dialogues.  

           Watts (2001) used the Hallidyan sense of register variation for the purpose of 

her study. The study addressed the following points: how the register variation fitted within 

theories of communicative language learning,  and how teaching materials available dealt 

with register. She summarized the findings of an analysis of ten of the Spanish language 

textbooks currently in use at the second-and third-year levels. She found that all of these 

textbooks provided register input of some kind, only one of them took an overt and 

systematic approach. All of them presented vocabulary but in terms of register input, they 

did little more than presented such phrases, for example, as polite vs. informal ways to 

meet and greet. The grammar presented in all of these books was fairly standard, with no 

mention of the possibility that certain pragmatic implications might be expressed in 

particular contexts through grammar. She suggested that a more overt and systematic 

approach to sensitizing students to register variation is needed at all levels of language 

instruction if the explicit goal was to enable the Spanish majors to acquire true proficiency 

in Spanish. Also, she suggested some ways in which register variations could be taught.  

 Further, using the framework of systemic functional grammar, Young and 

Nguyen (2002) compared two modes of presenting the same scientific topic: in a physics 

textbook and in interactive teacher talk. The aim of the study was to explore how the 

textbook and teacher talk functioned as communication. Three aspects of scientific meaning 

making were analyzed: representations of physical and mental reality, lexical packaging, 
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and the rhetorical structure of reasoning. Both the textbook and teacher talk were found to 

use verbs of action to represent scientific processes. The teacher talk, however, built a 

situation where the teacher and students acted as active participants in these processes, 

while the readers were distant observers. The textbook contained more grammatical 

metaphors, which were frequently left unpacked, whereas in the teacher talk grammatical 

metaphors were always unpacked. Both the textbook and the teacher talk showed similar 

thematic organization, but while this was explicit in the textbook, in the teacher talk it was 

interactionally constructed. Besides, the results showed the contrasting ways in which 

teachers and textbooks make meaning within the academic discipline of physics. The 

researchers concluded with  the socialization of students to science discourse through 

different instructional modes.  

 In addition, the study conducted by Nuamthanom (2003) aimed at 

investigating how the English relative clause could be used to convey given/ new 

information in three discourse types: narrative, scientific, and English for Specific Purposes 

(ESP) materials. The data collected for this study were 600 relative clauses: 200 relative 

clauses were selected from each of the three discourse types. These were mainly analyzed 

within the SFL framework. The findings showed that scientific and ESP texts, both within 

the expository scientific genre, seemed to differ from narrative texts in their own respect.  

       Gilmore (2004) attempted to draw a comparison between textbooks dialogues 

and authentic interactions using the SFL framework. The findings showed the absence of 

the natural aspects of real interaction from the textbooks dialogues. 

North (2005) conducted a study based on an analysis of essays written within an 

open university course in the history of science  using the systemic functional approach to 

examine whether the students' use of theme may vary according to their disciplinary 
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background. It was found that the students from an 'arts' background were found to achieve 

significantly higher grades than those from a 'science' background.    

       After this rapid review of the literature concerning textbooks evaluation in 

Jordan and worldwide, it is noted that the local studies are different from the international 

studies in evaluating textbooks.  

        It is concluded that very few studies in Jordan investigated the content of the 

textbooks and used it to collect data. They used, instead, questionnaires and interviews to 

evaluate them. Lababidi's study (1983) was featured by the use of  textbooks analysis in 

collecting the needed data as she explored communication in the textbooks.  

     The lack of content analysis as a vital source of collecting data made the 

adaptation processes more complex, obscure and unclear, though some of the results can be 

very useful in developing the textbooks. The findings of these studies reflected supervisors', 

teachers’ and students' opinions of the textbooks only and not a real deconstruction of the 

components. Thus, the findings reflected nearly subjective viewpoints. 

      Besides, it seems that the textbooks were judged against some common 

characteristics such as layout/graphics, physical characteristics, teaching aids, structures, 

technical aspects, etc. 

     Despite these shortcomings, some studies shed some light on critical areas in 

contents such as the lack of scientific and technical subjects (Mu’men, 1992) and on the 

condition of the ESP in Jordan (Al-Marzouq,1992).  

    Aside from the use of the SFL framework to develop the textbooks construction, 

it is obvious that the international studies were concerned with the content analysis as a key 

factor to promote interactions, introduce new concepts, and adapt the language of the 

content to be more comprehensible on the part of the students of different levels. 
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    Young and Nguyen (2002), for example, concentrated on the experiential 

meanings (processes), interpersonal meanings (interactions), and textual meanings 

(grammatical metaphors, i.e. lexical density such as water evaporation instead of water 

evaporates). Their study put a great emphasis on the socialization of the physics textbooks 

and breathed life into it by determining the roles of teachers and students. 

      In conclusion, evaluating textbooks is a vivid process. Therefore, it is necessary 

to include both: the quantitative and the qualitative methods. More importantly, it must 

investigate the content of the material together with the teachers’ and students’ evaluation 

of the textbooks themselves. Such investigations and examinations are to provide educators 

with important educational implications which might help them develop and adapt the core 

of the textbooks rather than the covers. 
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Chapter Three 

Methodology and Procedures 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter is mainly concerned with the methodology used for data collection and 

procedures in the process of evaluating the ECS textbooks from a functional perspective.  

3.1 Participants of the study 

                    Tutors, instructors, and teachers are the most relevant sources for 

evaluating the textbooks simply because they are the ones who could understand  the strong 

and the weak areas. The present study, therefore, was intended to involve them in the 

evaluation process as very significant elements in the teaching-learning process.   

 Thus, the instructors' sample consisted of 20 subjects while the students 

sample consisted of 667 undergraduate students selected randomly to fill in a rating scale 

(another version of the instructors' rating scale). The students had fulfilled the requirements 

of the ECS II  in the second semester of the Academic year 2006–2007.  

The following table shows the numbers and percentage of the students according to 

their faculties in the sample. 

Table 1. Numbers and percentage of students according to faculties in the sample 

Faculties Number of Students Percentage 

Scientific  305 45.7% 

Humanities 362 54.3% 
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3.2 Instruments used for data collection  

3.2.1 Use of rating scales 

In order to probe to what extent the ECS textbooks were functional according to the 

instructors' and students' perceptions, the rating scales were expected to be the most 

feasible way to answer the questions of the study, and to give the instructors and students 

the opportunity to evaluate the ECS textbooks. The instructors’ rating scale (see Appendix 

1) and the students' rating scales were identical (see Appendix 2).  

As this study was intended to explore the functionality of the ECS textbooks as 

perceived by the ECS instructors and students, a rating scale was built on the basis of Butt 

et. al’s model. The items clearly indicate the pedagogical implications of the SFL theory. 

The rating scale is a five–point scale (To a very large extent–To a large extent–To some 

extent–To a small extent–Not at all). 

           The first two major questions of the study imply some sort of extension, and 

this accounts for the use of the rating scale as a tool for data collection. Each item of the 

rating scale was intended to address a functional principle. Items 1 and 2 examine the 

context of culture stratum: the first investigates to what extent the textbooks focus on the 

use of language as it occurs in the original culture (i.e. the American or the British), the 

second examines the material authenticity. Items 3 - 12 are intended to explore the context 

of situation stratum. More specifically, Items 3, 4, 5 address the tenor of situation in the 

textbooks that is the relationship between the speaker and listener or the writer and reader. 

Thus, Item 3 investigates to what extent the textbooks make students aware of the societal 

roles of the interlocutors, Item 4 tests to what extent they make students aware of the status 
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and power of the participants, Item 5 examines to what extent the textbooks make students 

clear on the social distances among the participants. 

 As items 6, 7, 8, and 9 attempt to measure the mode of situation in the textbooks, 

Items 10, 11, and 12 measure the field of situation.  Items 6, 7, 8, and 9  try to measure the 

varieties in text types in the textbooks as manifested in the four major language skills (i.e. 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing ). 

Item 10 explores to what extent the selected topics meet students’ interests. Further, 

Item 11 probes to what extent the selected topics meet students’ needs in their academic 

majors. Item 12, in turn, examines students’ use of language purposefully in their own 

academic disciplines. 

Items 13, 14, and 15 explore the experiential meanings/functions in the textbooks. 

Item 13 investigates to what extent the textbooks enable students to express their own 

internal experiences. Items 14 and 15 investigate to what extent the material enables 

students to build the vocabulary that helps them communicate effectively and the 

vocabulary which helps them manage their learning in their academic majors.  

Items from 16-22 are intended to explore the interpersonal meanings/functions. Item 

16, therefore, examines to what extent the textbooks enable students to express their 

external experiences in English (i.e. using language to interact and communicate with 

others). Item 17 tests to what extent the textbooks include language functions together with 

their realization elements. Item 18 examines to what extent the students are given 

opportunities to interact and communicate with others inside the classroom to negotiate 

meaning. Item 19 focuses on students' participation in the context of situation i.e. taking 

different social roles in the speech situation. Item 20 is concerned with the textbooks 

presentation of different forms of sentences: declarative, imperative, and interrogative 
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whereas Items 21 and 22 test to what extent the textbooks activities enable students to 

investigate the time of events and the use of the positive and negative forms of clauses.  

Items 23-28 are intended to explore the textual meanings/functions of the textbooks. 

Thus, Items 23, 24, and 25 test to what extent the textbooks enable students to read and 

write coherent texts, and to use different types of cohesive devices. Items 26, 27 and 28 

investigate to what extent the textbooks enable students to write essays beginning with an 

introductory paragraph and help them recognize and write the topic sentence in any 

paragraph. 

Items 29–35 investigate the lexicogrammatical stratum in the textbooks. They 

explore to what extent the textbooks provide students with different options of words, 

phrases and grammatical units (Item 29), the words and structures that enable them to 

interact effectively with others (Item 31), the words and structures that enable them to 

organize meaningful texts (Item 32). However, Items 33 and 34 test to what extent the 

grammar and vocabulary in the textbooks are contextualized whereas Item 35 examines to 

what extent the textbooks enable students to break down clauses into smaller constituents. 

Items 36 and 37 investigate the phonic aspect in the textbooks i.e. stress, intonation, 

and pronunciation. 

Items 38 and 39 explore the graphic aspect i.e. the spelling and punctuation 

activities.  

Finally, item 40 explores the non-language stratum; it tests to what extent students 

are enabled to use body language in communication such as gestures, facial expressions, 

miming, etc.  

Broadly speaking, when it comes to the analysis of the items, Items were treated as 

follows: 
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- Items 1-12 were intended to explore the extralinguistic level. 

- Items 13-28 were meant to address the semantic level. 

- Items 29-35 were intended to probe the lexicogrammatical level. 

- Items 36-40 were meant to investigate the expression level. 

It can be concluded that this study is characterized by being descriptive and 

evaluative; it attempts to survey the functional principles in the textbooks as perceived by 

the ECS instructors and students on the one hand, and the distribution of the aspects of 

functionality according to the  analysis of the lexicogrammar and the contextual description 

of the texts on the other. 

3.2.2      Validity of the rating scales 

Ten University professors were kindly requested to validate the rating scale in terms 

of  the clarity and the adequacy of the items. The items were translated into Arabic in order 

to avoid any misunderstanding of any item on the part of the instructors and students. Thus, 

the English version was evaluated by seven university professors: three specialized in 

English linguistics, three specialized in EFL curriculum and Methodology, and one in 

General Curriculum and instruction. However, the Arabic version was also assessed by 

seven professors: two specialized in Arabic linguistics, two in English linguistics, two in 

General Curriculum and Instruction, and one in EFL curriculum and Methodology. They 

were asked to provide the researcher with their suggestions and ideas (see Appendices 3 

and 5). Consequently, if there was a consensus on an item judged to be unclear or 

irrelevant, it was excluded. It is also worth mentioning that some items were clarified by 

examples in English to make them seem clearer to the reader. 
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        3.2.3  Reliability of the rating scales  

    The reliability of the rating scales was measured by using Cronbach's Alpha as 

the items were symmetrical. The reliability  of the instructors’ rating scale was .98 whereas 

the reliability of the students' rating scale was .95.  

3.2.4    Conducting the rating scales  

The instructors’ rating scale-the Arabic version (see Appendix 3) was conducted in 

May in the second semester of the Academic year 2006-2007 in the UJLC after getting the 

permission from the Director of the LC ( see Appendix 4). Instructors were instructed how 

to fill it out as it consisted of two parts: the first was for personal information and the 

second was concerned with evaluating the ECS textbooks. Any inquiry or question was 

dealt with immediately. The respondents were given half an hour at least to fill out the 

rating scale. 

On the other hand, the students’ rating scale -the Arabic version (see Appendix 5) 

was conducted again in May in the second semester of the Academic year 2006–2007 in the 

UJLC. Similarly, students were told how to fill out the rating scale. They were given half 

an hour at least to fill the two parts: the personal information part and the part which 

involves evaluating the ECS textbooks. 

3.3 Lexicogrammatical analysis and contextual description 

The analysis of the two textbooks is based on Butt et. al's framework of context 

analysis which begins basically with the lexicogrammatical analysis of the texts to describe 

the experiential, interpersonal, and textual meanings/functions of the text. Then, it 

proceeds, as a result of this analysis, to describe the contextual elements of the contexts in 

detail (see Appendix 6). Thus, the experiential meanings unfold the process types, the 
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participants, and the circumstances which help to reveal the field of the discourse for each 

text (written or spoken), together with its major elements: the experiential domain, the 

short-term goal, and the long–term goal. Butt et. al (2001) define the experiential domain as 

what the text is all about: the processes, participants and circumstances. This part of field 

analysis answers the questions concerning the nature of the experiential domains in the 

textbooks.  

         The tenor which reflects the relationship between the interlocutors and 

corresponds with the interpersonal function/meaning is the second element of the context of 

situation. The tenor analysis reveals the following: 

- The agentive or societal roles of the participants–for example, 

employer/employee, teacher/student, etc.  

- The powers and statuses of the participants which can be equal or hierarchic and 

temporary or permanent. Some pointers to an identification of status and power are mood 

choices by the speakers-that is who gives the orders, who asks the questions, who makes 

the offers, who gives information-and the responses of the addressees- that is, who agrees, 

contradicts, or refuses to participate.  

- The social distance which can be minimal or maximal depending on the 

relationship among the participants or interlocutors. It measures, therefore, how well the 

participants know each other: whether they speak familiarly or distantly. Maximal social 

distance is used by speakers who have never met before, and minimal by those who interact 

on a familiar and frequent basis. It may be indicated by the levels of formality and 

objectivity in a text. It can be stretched by exclusive we and minimized by inclusive we, 

and can be stretched by negative judgments and minimized by the solidarity of positive 

judgments (Butt et. al, 2001:192). 
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This part of the interpersonal meanings of the texts shows the agentive societal roles 

of the participants, how these roles are distributed in the ECS textbooks, the most dominant 

status of the participants, and the most common social distance among the participants.  

The analysis of the textual meaning uncovers the most common role of language in 

texts, the most common channel, the most common types of interaction, the most common 

rhetorical thrust on the context level, and the text types in the textbooks on the text level. 

The role of language can be either constitutive or ancillary. If it is ancillary, it helps some 

other activity. If it is constitutive, language constitutes the texts and it is the whole activity. 

Type of interaction refers to whether the text is a monologue or dialogue. Medium refers to 

whether the text is spoken or written or even signed. Channel refers to how the text is 

perceived and if it is graphic, phonic or visual. Rhetorical thrust refers to the general feeling 

of the text, for example, instructive, explanatory, literary, persuasive, etc ( Ibid: 193).  

Consequently, the tables containing the field elements, tenor elements and mode 

elements, registers, and text types will reveal how the aspects of functionality are 

distributed in the ECS textbooks. 

 In examining the registers in the textbooks, Halliday et. al’s (1966) definition was 

taken into consideration. Register is the varieties of language according to various 

situations. Halliday et. al could recognize further registers such as the language of 

literature, journalism,  advertising,  conversation, etc. This definition is used to classify the 

texts and activities in the ECS textbooks. The registers were arranged, therefore, in tables, 

together with frequencies and percentages with respect to the four skills. 
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3.3.1     Validity of  the lexicogrammatical analysis and contextual 

description  

Each text was analyzed twice. Whenever the researcher encountered any problem 

relating to the analysis of some difficult texts or the inability to make decisions concerning 

the contextual description, the supervisor helped to analyze such texts. He also helped to 

revise the procedures of the analysis as an expert in SFL so as to validate the skeleton used 

to describe the lexicogrammatical analysis and the contextual description.  

3.3.2       Procedures used in the lexicogrammatical analysis and 

contextual description  

The corpus of the analysis consists of all the texts (listening, reading, speaking and 

writing activities). Each textbook contains 14 units with 14 reading and listening texts 

together with speaking and writing activities. 

Table 2 below shows the distribution of texts and activities in the two textbooks, 

and the frequencies and percentage of these activities. 

Table 2. Frequencies and percentages of texts and activities in the ECS textbooks 

Text / Activity  Numbers of texts / 

Activities  

Percentage 

- Listening 28 21.7 % 

-  Speaking 38 29.5 % 

-   Reading 28 21.7 % 

-   Writing 35 27.1 % 
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Using the above–mentioned framework of Butt et. al (see Appendix 6), the 

researcher analyzed each text or activity in order to find out the answers to the study 

questions as regards the context analysis. The three elements of the context of situation 

which are the same components of the register helped to unravel the distribution of the 

aspects of functionality in the ECS textbooks. It is also worth mentioning that some 

speaking or writing activities were subdivided into two parts, and these were regarded as 

two activities rather than one. For example,  a writing section which asked students to do 

the following was considered two writing activities: 

Choose either 1or 2. 

1. Write a composition of 150 words in which you explain and discuss the 

role parents play in the life of their children. Support your ideas with specific examples 

whenever possible. 

2. Summarize the reading passage in your own words, reducing it to three 

short paragraphs. 

When it came to  the analysis of a reading text, the researcher read the text in 

general in order to get the main idea or the gist of the text. Then, she started reading 

paragraph by paragraph to determine the experiential meanings in the texts: the 

participants, the processes, and the circumstances which helped to decide the experiential 

domain in the text. The investigation of the interpersonal meanings on the 

lexicogrammatical level: the mood selections (i.e. whether  it is interrogative, imperative, or 

declarative) and the person selections (i.e. whether it is a first person such as I or we, 

second person such as you, or third person such as they, he, and she) would uncover the 

agentive/societal roles, status, and social distance in the text on the context level.  The 

exploration of the textual meanings: the thematic choices (i.e. whether it is topical, textual, 
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or interpersonal); the cohesive devices such as repetition,  ellipsis, conjunctions, 

coordination, semantic relation, etc., and the structural patterns that is what genre or text 

type the analyzed text fits with, would reveal the role of language (constitutive or 

ancillary), type of interaction (monologue or dialogue), medium (spoken or written), 

channel (phonic or graphic), and rhetorical thrust that is the general feeling in the text. In 

that, it can be noted that as a result of the researcher's analysis of the three main meanings 

on the lexicogrammatical level, she could write down the  contextual description of each 

text. 

Each text had a separate analysis sheet which mainly contained the field, tenor, and 

mode (see Appendices 7, 8, 9, and 10). Two other functional aspects were added: the 

register (whether it is a language of literature, journalism, science, etc.) and the text type or 

genre (whether it is a narrative, recount, procedure, etc.). Finally, the contextual elements 

were coded in tables designed for the purposes of quantifying these elements (see Chapter 

4). 

The following text is an excerpt taken from Shakespeare's Julius Caesar (a text to 

be studied in the ECS textbooks); it illustrates the analysis process that the researcher 

adopted in the present study: 

                                                 material   

Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears. 

                                                       Recipient       Goal                               

  material          material                                   verbal      

I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him. 
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carrier                   Goal                            Target 

                                                         circumstance 

Come I to speak in Caesar's funeral  

In analyzing the experiential meanings in this text, it was found that the most 

dominant process types were the relational, behavioral, verbal,  and mental; the most 

common participants were the carrier, sayer, senser, behaver, attribute, verbiage, 

phenomenon; and the circumstances were such as in Caesar's funeral, there, etc. These 

elements helped to decide the experiential domain in the text that is  cunningness in 

Antony's speech in Julius Caesar's funeral. Besides, the experiential analysis might help to 

analyze the characters in the play. 

In investigating the interpersonal meanings, it was found that the most common 

mood selections were the imperative and the interrogative because Antony was giving a 

speech to the Romans on an important occasion whereas the main person selection was the 

second person you and the third person he. Now the interpersonal meanings helped to 

decide the agentive/social roles, status, and social distance.  

                                                   imperative 

   Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears. 

         When exploring the textual meanings, it was found that the main thematic 

choices were the interpersonal, the topical and the textual; the cohesive devices were 

ellipsis, repetitions, references, etc; and the structural pattern which the text fits with is the 

narrative/or the oratory. Now these textual meanings helped to decide the role of language 

in the text (ancillary as the language was used here to affect the addressees), the type of 

interaction (dialogue as there was an interaction between the characters in the play), the 

medium (written), the channel (graphic), and the rhetorical thrust (literary). 
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     Interpersonal theme                                                   Rheme   

   Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears. 

                 The same procedures were followed to analyze the listening texts. The 

researcher obtained the transcription of the listening texts from the UJLC as they were not 

found in the textbooks. 

               The absence of a real speaking or writing model text, and more 

importantly the absence of the strategies or ways which help the students speak or write 

effectively made the researcher analyze the activities (the questions) in the ECS textbooks 

and expect the produced text. Thus, there was not an analysis of the three meanings on the 

lexicogrammatical level regarding the speaking and writing activities (see Appendices 9 

and 10).    

It was found that in most speaking and writing activities the agentive/societal roles 

of the participants are not stated, and this, in turn, affects the statuses and the social 

distances negatively and they seem unclear. When analyzing, the researcher chose the 

expression “not stated” to indicate the absence of the participants roles in the reading and 

listening texts and in the speaking and writing activities and “not clear” to indicate the 

confusion as regards the real status of the participants, or the social distance among them. 

For example, in the writing activity which asked students to argue whether money is the 

root of all evil or not, there was no mentioning of any participants except the use of you to 

indicate order: 

"Do you believe that money is the root of all evil, or do you not? Decide on clear 

reasons for your opinion. In two paragraphs, discuss each reason and illustrate your points 

with a sufficient number of examples." 
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It is clear here that the absence of participants reflects the absence of real 

interaction. This also reflects the confusion on the part of students regarding the level of 

language to be used (formal or informal) simply because the status and the social distance 

are not clear. The question was supposed to be written as follows: 

Write an essay to a newspaper's editor agreeing or disagreeing with the article 

discussing money as the root of evil. 

 By determining the two participants in the question, the statuses and the social 

distances become very clear to the students and they will be able to determine the level of 

language (formal) to be used in their writing text. 

 In investigating text types, Butt et. al's definitions of text types or genres 

were adopted. The types of the texts in the two books were realized and organized in tables 

in Chapter 4 together with the frequencies and percentages of each text type in the four 

skills. 
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Chapter Four 

Findings 
4.0 Introduction 

     This chapter consists of two parts: the first is concerned with the findings of the 

analysis of data achieved through the rating scales. It deals with analyzing the collected 

data on the basis of the following levels: the extralinguistic level, the semantic level, the 

lexicogrammatical level, the expression level, and the overall functionality of the 

textbooks.  

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the statistical analysis of the rating scale items dealt broadly 

with the major aspects of functionality as follows: 

- Items 1-12 were intended to explore the extralinguistic level. 

- Items 13-28 were meant to address the semantic level. 

- Items 29-35 were intended to probe the lexicogrammatical level. 

         The following three-point scale of the mean scores was used to analyze the 

findings obtained from the instructors' and students' rating scales: 

- The  mean scores of the responses  ranging (1.00-2.33) indicate a low degree of 

functionality. 

- The mean scores of the responses ranging (2.34-3.66) indicate a medium degree 

of functionality. 

- The mean scores of the responses ranging (3.67-5.00) indicate a high degree of 

functionality. 

      On the other hand, the second part of this chapter is concerned with the findings of 

the analysis of the texts and activities of the ECS textbooks. The second part aims at 
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investigating the functionality of the ECS textbooks I and II. More specifically, it attempts 

to answer qualitatively and quantitatively the following points: 

- the experiential domains in each text or activity on the experiential level of the 

context of situation (i.e. the field);  

- the registers included in the four language skills and in the two textbooks, and 

how these registers are distributed in the ECS textbooks; 

- the societal roles, statuses, and the social distances of the participants or 

interlocutors on the interpersonal level of the context of situation;  

- the role of language (ancillary or constitutive), type of interaction (monologue 

or dialogue), medium (written or spoken), and the rhetorical thrust in each text or activity 

on the textual level of the context of situation;  

- the text types or genres included in the textbooks. 

All these points are organized in tables . 

4.1 To what extent are the ECS textbooks functional as perceived 

by ECS instructors in the UJLC? 

   The analysis of the instructors' and students' responses to the rating 

scale items shows considerable findings. The mean scores and the standard deviations of 

the responses to each item were computed together with the mean scores and the standard 

deviations of the responses to each major level of Butt et. al's model: the extralinguistic 

level (the context of culture and the context of situation); the semantic level (the 

experiential, the interpersonal, and the textual meanings); the lexicogrammatical level; and 

the expression level, and finally the total  mean score and the standard deviation of the 

overall responses (the functionality of the textbooks as perceived by the instructors and 
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students). 

         As can be seen in Table 3, the ECS instructors believed that the 

textbooks are moderately functional. They responded with an overall mean score of  3.1. 

      A closer look at this table would reveal surprising findings. The 

instructors' responses to all the layers reflect the same scale (i.e. a medium range of 

functionality): the extralinguistic level, the semantic level, the lexicogrammatical level, and 

the expression level. 

Table 3. Mean scores and standard deviations of 
instructors' responses to each level 

Level Mean Standard 

deviation 

 The extralinguistic 3.2875 .67 

 The semantic  3.1281 .78 

 The lexicogrammatical 3.0786 .87 

 The expression 2.6100 1.19 

The functionality  3.1025 .76 

                   Number  of respondents = 20 

The mean scores of the responses were  3.3, 3.1, 3.1, and 2.6 respectively. 

     A look at the detailed analysis of the instructors' responses to all the statements 

(see Table 4) would reveal that the items can be grouped into three main categories: the 

first indicates a high degree of functionality (see Items 1, 2, 6); the second reflects a 

medium degree of functionality and this particular scale includes most of the items (see 

Items 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,23,  24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,35, 37, 38, 39, and 40); and the third indicates a low degree of 
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functionality and this category only includes Item 36. 

It is noteworthy that the standard deviations of all levels indicate some sort of 

harmony and consensus among the instructors. However, the standard deviation of the 

expression level indicates a discrepancy among the instructors' responses.  

 

Table 4. Mean scores and standard deviations of the instructors' 
responses to each item 

Item 

No. 

Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Item 

No. 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

1 3.90 .91 21 3.25 .85 

2 3.90 1.16 22 3.20 .69 

3 2.90 .85 23 3.45 .95 

4 2.95 .88 24 3.20 1.06 

5 2.90 .91 25 3.25 .91 

6 4.20 .89 26 2.95 .99 

7 3.50 1.1 27 2.85 1.09 

8 3.40 .99 28 2.80 1.06 

9 3.50 .69 29 3.05 .99 

10 2.70 1.13 30 3.20 .95 

11 2.60 .75 31 3.15 .88 

12 3.00 .92 32 3.00 .80 

13 2.95 .83 33 3.20 1.105 

14 3.10 1.02 34 3.35 1.18 

15 2.80 1.05 35 2.60 1.23 
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16 3.00 1.17 36 2.20 1.15 

17 3.25 1.02 37 2.35 1.31 

18 3.55 .99 38 2.60 1.31 

19 3.20 1.28 39 3.15 1.31 

20 3.25 1.12 40 2.75 1.41 

          Number  of respondents = 20 

        It can be concluded, therefore, that most instructors believed that ECS 

textbooks are highly functional in terms of focusing on students' use of language as it 

occurs in the original culture; the authenticity of the language; and giving students 

opportunities to read and understand various types of texts differing according to the 

contexts of situations.  On the other hand, the instructors perceived the textbooks to a 

moderate degree functional in terms of making students aware of the statuses and powers of 

the interlocutors in texts; making students aware of the social distances among the 

participants; giving students opportunities to listen to various types of texts differing 

according to the contexts of situations; giving students opportunities to produce various 

spoken and written texts differing according to the contexts of situations; meeting students' 

interests and needs in their academic majors; enabling students to use English purposefully 

in their own academic disciplines; enabling students to express their own internal 

experiences in English; enabling students to build the vocabulary that helps them 

communicate effectively; enabling students to build the vocabulary that helps them manage 

their learning in their academic majors; enabling students to express their external 

experiences in English; including language functions together with their realization 

elements; giving students opportunities to interact with others inside the classroom to 
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negotiate meaning; giving students opportunities to take different social roles in the speech 

situation;  presenting different forms of sentences: declarative, imperative and 

interrogative; enabling students to investigate the time of the events; enabling students to 

use the positive and negative forms of clauses; enabling students to read, understand, and 

write coherent texts; enabling students to use different types of cohesive devices; enabling 

students to write essays beginning with an introductory paragraph; enabling students to 

recognize the topic sentence in any paragraph when they read; enabling students to write 

the topic sentence in writing paragraphs; providing students with different options of 

words, phrases and grammatical units differing according to the contexts of situations;  

providing students with the words and structures that enable them to express their 

experiences;  providing students with the words and structures that enable them to interact 

effectively with others; provide students with the words and structures that enable them to 

organize meaningful texts; including contextualized grammar; including contextualized 

vocabulary; enabling students to break down the clauses into constituents; including 

activities related to pronunciation, spelling, punctuation; and finally enabling students to 

use body language in communication.  It was found that the textbooks were to a low degree 

functional in terms of presenting stress and intonation meaningfully and contextually as 

perceived by the ECS instructors.  

4.2  To what extent are the ECS textbooks functional as perceived by the 

UJ undergraduate students? 

          To answer the question relating to the extent of the ECS textbooks 

functionality as perceived by the UJ undergraduate students, the means and the standard 

deviations of the students' responses to each level were computed together with the means 
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and the standard deviations of the responses to each statement. 

    As illustrated in Table 5, it is apparent that these findings echoed those of the 

instructors' responses. It was found that the textbooks are to a moderate degree functional 

according to the students' perceptions. Similarly, the mean scores of the students' responses 

to the extralinguistic level, the semantic level, the lexicogrammatical level, and the 

expression level reflect the same degree, even though the responses to the expression level 

were slightly different. The mean of the responses to this level was 2.96 which was the 

lowest. It is clear that the standard deviations of the  responses to the extralinguistic level, 

the semantic level, the lexicogrammatical level indicate a harmony among the students' 

responses. 

 

           Number  of respondents = 667 

      Table 6 displays the mean scores and the standard deviations of the students' 

responses to each item. A rapid look at the table would reveal that all students' answers fell 

in the range of a medium degree of functionality. The standard deviations of the Items 36, 

37, 38, 39, 40 show a slight disparity among the students' responses.  

Table 5. Mean scores and standard deviations of students' 
responses to each level 

Level Mean Standard 

deviation 

 The extralinguistic 3.1728 .62 

 The semantic  3.2225 .70 

 The lexicogrammatical 3.2075 .80 

 The expression 2.9613 .99 

The functionality  3.1723 .64 
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Table 6. Mean scores and standard deviations of the students' responses to each item 
Item 

No. 

Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Item 

No. 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

1 3.62 .89 21 3.38 1.05 

2 3.34 1.11 22 3.44 1.07 

3 3.36 1.00 23 3.24 1.08 

4 3.37 1.02 24 3.17 1.05 

5 3.34 1.03 25 3.21 1.05 

6 3.52 1.05 26 3.09 1.13 

7 3.20 1.10 27 3.27 1.08 

8 3.04 1.10 28 3.21 1.06 

9 3.14 1.05 29 3.22 1.09 

10 2.59 1.12 30 3.12 1.10 

11 2.66 1.18 31 3.13 1.05 

12 2.89 1.11 32 3.13 1.07 

13 2.82 1.13 33 3.37 1.11 

14 3.27 1.06 34 3.36 1.12 

15 2.93 1.16 35 3.12 1.08 

16 3.10 1.08 36 2.96 1.23 

17 3.40 1.02 37 2.99 1.25 

18 3.36 1.08 38 2.89 1.26 

19 3.07 1.09 39 3.17 1.19 

20 3.61 .96 40 2.80 1.27 

          Number  of respondents = 667 
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4.3  How are the aspects of functionality distributed in the ECS 

textbooks according to the lexicogrammatical analysis and 

contextual description based on Butt et. al's model? 

                  It was found that there was no balance in the distribution of  most functional 

aspects in the ECS textbooks as revealed by the analysis of the lexicogrammar on the three 

levels of meanings: the experiential, the interpersonal and the textual, and the contextual 

description of  the three elements of situation: field, tenor and mode.     

4.3.1   Fields of discourse 

4.3.1.1 What are the experiential domains in the textbooks on 

the contextual level? 

            The investigation of the processes, participants, and circumstances on the 

contextual level determines the macro experiential domain involved in each text: whether 

spoken or written. The mainly relational process type in the reading text "What is 

Technology?" in 102 Unit 13, for example, which defines technology from different 

perspectives, together with the participants of carriers and attributes, which describe the 

role of technology in our life, bring into light the dominant experiential domain in the text; 

that is technology from different perspectives. 

             It is noteworthy that the experiential domains are being recurred in the four 

skills. Thus, "Man as a symbol maker", for instance, has been recurred in the reading and 

listening texts, and speaking and writing activities. 
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Table 7. Experiential domains in reading texts 
Experiential domain Unit 
1. Man as a symbol maker 1 (101) 
2. Heredity (life comes out of life) 2 (101) 
3. A husband planning to get rid of his wife (story) 3 (101) 
4. Technology for development  4 (101) 
5. A description of a moth’s life (story) 5 (101) 
6. What do some notions mean to people of different  
     social classes ? (play) 

6 (101) 

7. Future prediction of management and technology 7 (101) 
8. A description of the psychological status of a woman   
     after hearing news about her husband’s death (story) 

8(101) 

9. A precise description of the constitution of the  
    Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan  

9 (101) 

10. Arabs contributions in the fields of science and humanities 10 (101) 
11. A letter from a father to a daughter  11 (101) 
12. Communication in life  12 (101) 
13. The enemies entered the hometown (poem) 13 (101) 
14. What I demand of life  14 (101) 
15. The benefits of journalism schools for society  1 (102) 
16. Technology to serve man 2 (102) 
17. A sick boy waiting for death (story) 3 (102) 
18. Science and technology in life 4 (102) 
19. A description of a battle between two armies of ants 5 (102) 
20. A story of a salesman (play)  6 (102) 
21. Types of communication 7 (102) 
22. Racism in the United States (story) 8 (102) 
23. Human rights according to the United Nations  9 (102) 
24. Antony’s speech in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar (play) 10 (102) 
25. A letter from a father to a son  11 (102) 
26. Mind is like a bat; though it is blind, it sees obstacles in the dark 
(poem) 

12 (102) 

27. Technology from different perspectives  13 (102) 
28. Life in the country (poem) 14 (102) 

 
Table 8. Experiential domains in listening texts 

Experiential domain Unit 
1. Processes of communication  1 (101) 
2. Discovery of viruses existence via electronic microscopes  2 (101) 
3. A fable ( a story of a wolf and a dog ) (story) 3 (101) 
4. Technological development strategies  4 (101) 
5. The appearance of the first urban civilizations 5 (101) 
6. War and opinions of two fathers about the loss of one or two sons at the 6 (101) 
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front (play) 
7. Management within a market system  7 (101) 
8. A story of a family of rabbits and wolves (story) 8 (101) 
9. Ministers in the constitution  9 (101) 
10. Honesty is the solution of the social problems  10 (101) 
11. University majors  11 (101) 
12. Effects of films  12 (101) 
13. Love and hate and the end of the world (poem) 13 (101) 
14. What is life ? (poem) 14 (101) 
15. The importance of media today  1 (102) 
16. Characteristics of modern technology  2 (102) 
17. Philosophy of life and death  3 (102) 
18. Technology affects our life profoundly 4 (102) 
19. News 5 (102) 
20. Weaknesses of old age (poem) 6 (102) 
21. Use of technology in research 7 (102) 
22. Hate and fear of other people 8 (102) 
23. Legislation  9 (102) 
24. ‘If we must die, let us nobly die’ (poem)  10 (102) 
25. Emily Dickinson’s letter to Thomas Wentworth Higginson 11 (102) 
26. Racial discrimination (poem) 12 (102) 
27. Distinction between the status of technicians and technologists in work 13 (102) 
28. There are no delights in the industrialized country (poem) 14 (102) 
 
  

Table 9. Experiential domains in speaking activities 
Experiential domains Unit 
1. Man is a symbol maker (opinion) 1 (101) 
2. The essential differences between humans and animals  1 (101) 
3. Epictetus’s statement   1 (101) 
4. Description of physical appearances of people  2 (101) 
5. Suspension of madness  3 (101) 
6. The most effective means of transportation  4 (101) 
7. Business and technological advancement  4 (101) 
8. Making scrambled eggs  5 (101) 
9. The location of the nearest gas station  5 (101) 
10. Reasons for delay 5 (101) 
11. Reasons for being misunderstood 5 (101) 
12. Appreciation of Virginia Woolf’s ‘The Death of the Moth’ 5 (101) 
13. Agreeing or disagreeing with characters of the play ‘The Brains Trust’ 6 (101) 
14. The problem of the two digit year system before the year 2000 7 (101) 
15. The role of the new information technology in improving management in 
the public and private sectors  

7 (101) 

16. Marriage as a golden cage 8 (101) 
17. Written constitutions 9 (101) 
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18. Referring to persons, events, history, different fields of sciences or any 
aspect of culture 

10 (101) 

19. Students’ majors  11 (101) 
20. Discussing a film 12 (101) 
21. Psychological warfare is frequently as effective as military warfare  13 (101) 
22. Victory remains incomplete if it does not break the will to resist  13 (101) 
23. “History to the defeated may say Alas but cannot help or pardon” 13 (101) 
24. Privacy and communal living 14 (101) 
25. Violence in real life  1 (102) 
26. Advantages and disadvantages of technology  2 (102) 
27. Introducing the self and talking about incidents  3 (102) 
28. Effects of a certain technological invention  4 (102) 
29. A Martian narrating what happened to him on Earth 5 (102) 
30. Age of retirement  6 (102) 
31. Convincing a customer to buy something 7 (102) 
32. Women and their share in our society  8 (102) 
33. Human rights in the UN Declaration 9 (102) 
34. Casting and elements of a good film 10 (102) 
35. Things you like in Chesterfield’s letter 11 (102) 
36. Expressing opinions concerning Richard Wilbur’s ‘Mind’ 12 (102) 
37. Giving instructions on how to start a car 13 (102) 
38. The only way to control crime is to enforce capital punishment 14 (102) 
 

Table 10. Experiential domains in writing activities 
Experiential Domains Unit 

1. Man is a symbol Maker (summary) 1 (101) 
2. Heredity (summary)  2 (101) 
3. The Unicorn in the garden (re-writing the story) 3 (101) 
4. Why do all cultures have stories about mythical creatures ? 3 (101) 
5. Describing a motorcycle for sale  4 (101) 
6. Technology and education for economic development (summary) 5 (101) 
7. Describing people's physical appearance 5 (101) 
8. Describing people's physical appearance  5 (101) 
9. Defining civilizations  6 (101) 
10. Describing the  distribution of sectors in the Amman Financial Market 
Index 

7 (101) 

11. Good management  8 (101) 
12. The Story of an Hour (Rewriting the story from the husband’s point of 
view) 

8 (101) 

13. The importance of punishment in our life  9 (101) 
14. The importance of the statements made by his Majesty the late King 
Hussein I (summary) 

10 (101) 

15. Writing the outlines of an official letter  11 (101) 
16. Computers and life (advantages and disadvantages) 12 (101) 
17. Feelings after the occupation 13 (101) 
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18. Is money the root of all evil ? 14 (101) 
19. Fame, friendship comfort, affection, and happiness 14 (101) 
20. Industrial revolution  1 (102) 
21. Opinions about one of the technological innovations 2 (102) 
22. The role of parents in the life of their children  3 (102) 
23. A day’s Wait (summary of a story)  4 (102) 
24. The role of technology in our life  4 (102) 
25. Assessing human behaviours from a cat's perspective (imaginary) 5 (102) 
26. Analyzing a character (Linda in Miller’s ‘Death of a Salesman’) 6 (102) 
27. A manager wants a secretary  7 (102) 
28. An application form  7 (102) 
29. Protesting against the kind of image projected in the American media 
about the Arabs 

8 (102) 

30. The rights and duties of the family members  9 (102) 
31. Reporting what was said to a friend after imagining the self one of the 
Roman citizens when Antony delivered his speech 

10 (102) 

32. Writing a letter to Chesterfield  11 (102) 
33. Mind is like fire 12 (102) 
34. Vocational education 13 (102) 
35. Life in the country vs. life in the city  14 (102) 
 

4.3.1.2 What Are the most common registers in the ECS textbooks? 

  It appears that there are remarkably surprising varieties in the experiential domains 

of the texts and activities on the field level of discourse as shown in Tables 7,8,9, and 10. 

However, a careful investigation of the registers shows a considerable revelation of the 

literary texts. For example, the register of literature is estimated to be 42.9% of the reading 

texts compared with 3.6% which represents the register of science in the two textbooks.  

4.3.1.3  How are the registers distributed in the ECS textbooks?  

 Surprisingly, it was found that the language of literature comprises 31.8 % of the 

overall percentage of the registers in the four skills. Then follows  the language of social 

studies, technology, social communication, business and management, communication, 

law, and media and journalism with the percentages of 22.5%, 14%, 9.3%, 7%, 5.4%, 4%, 

and 3.1% respectively. The language of arts as well as education cultivated the least 
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percentage with  0.8% for each.     

   The investigation of the experiential domains in the two textbooks provides us 

with the registers included in these textbooks. Thus, the most frequent one is the language 

of literature with 31.8% in the two textbooks and in the four skills.  Then comes the 

language of the social studies with 22.5%. The least frequent one is the language of arts and 

education with the same percentage 0.8%.   

     The findings of the registers analysis indicate an extremely low percentage of the 

language of science which represents only 3.1% of the whole registers in the textbooks as 

shown in Table 15. 

      It is clear that there is a greater tendency to use the language of humanities to a 

large extent as compared with the language of natural science which has been used less 

frequently and to a very small extent. 

This conclusion, then, supports the claim that the selected topics hardly meet the 

students' needs. Indeed, the two textbooks are unable to help students use English 

purposefully in their own academic disciplines. 

 
Table 11. Registers in reading texts 

Register Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Language of social studies 
(psychology, history, 
philosophy) 

1 (101), 10 (101), 14 (101) 3 10.7 % 

2. Language of science 2 (101) 1 3.6 % 
3. Language of literature 3 (101), 5 (101), 6 (101),     

8 (101), 13 (101) 3 (102),     
5 (102), 6 (102), 8 (102),   

10 (102), 12 (102), 14 
(102) 

12 42.9 % 

4. Language of technology  4 (101), 2 (102), 4 (102), 
13 (102) 

4 14.3 % 

5. Language of business, 
management, and economy  

7 (101) 1 3.6 % 
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6. Language of law 9 (101), 9 (108) 2 7.1 % 
7. Language of 
communication  

12 (101), 7 (102) 2 7.1 % 

8. Language of media and 
journalism 

1 (102) 1 3.6 % 

9. Language of social 
communication  

11 (101), 11 (102) 2 7.1 % 

Total  28  
 

Table 12. Registers in listening texts 
Register Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Language of social 
studies (history, sociology, 
philosophy) 

5 (101), 10 (101), 3 (102) 3 10.7 % 

2. Language of science    2 (101) 1 3.6 % 
3. Language of literature 3 (101), 6 (101), 8 (101), 13 

(101), 14 (101), 6 (102), 8 
(102), 10 (102), 12 (102), 14 

(102) 

10 36 % 

4. Language of technology  4 (101), 2 (102), 4 (102),   7 
(102) 

4 14.3 % 

5. Language of business, 
management and economy 

7 (101), 13 (102) 2 7.1 % 

6. Language of law 9 (101), 9 (102) 2 7.1 % 
7. Language of 
communication  

1 (101), 1 (102) 2 7.1 % 

8. Language of arts 12 (101) 1 3.6 % 
9. Language of media and 
journalism 

5 (102) 1 3.6 % 

10. Language of social 
communication  

11 (101), 11 (102) 2 7.1 % 

Total  28  
 

Table 13. Registers in speaking activities 
Register Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Language of social studies 1 a (101), 1 b (101), 1 c 

(101), 8 (101), 10 (101), 13 
a (101), 13 b (101), 13 c 

(101), 14 (101), 1 (102),    6 
(102), 8 (102), 14 (102) 

13 34.2 % 

2. Language of science  2 (101) 1 2.6 
3. Language of literature 3 (101), 5 c (101), 6 (101) 3 

(102), 5 (102), 10 (102),  11 
a (102), 12 (102) 

8 21.1 % 

4. Language of technology 4 a (101), 4 b (101), 7 b 
(101), 2 (102), 4(102),    13 

6 15.8 % 
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(102) 
5. Language of business, 
management and economy  

6 (102) 1 2.6 % 

6. Language of law  9 (101), 9 (102) 2 5.3 % 
7. Language of 
communication 

7 a (101) 1 2.6 % 

8. Language of social 
communication (every day 
life)  

5 a (101), 5 b (101), 5 c 
(101), 5 d (101), 11 (101), 

12 (101) 

6 15.8 % 

Total  38  
 
 

Table 14. Registers in writing activities 
Register Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Language of social 
studies 

1 (101), 3 b 
(101), 6 

(101), 10 
(101), 14 a 
(101), 14 b 

(101), 3 
(102), 8 
(102), 9 

(102), 14 
(102) 

10 28.6 % 

2. Language of science 2 (101) 1 2.9 % 
3. Language of 
literature  

3 a (101), 5 
b (101), 5 c 
(101), 8 b 
(101), 13 
(101), 3 
(102), 5 
(102), 6 

(102), 10 
(102), 11 
(102), 12 

(102) 

11 31.4 % 

4. Language of 
technology 

5 a (101), 
12 (101), 2 

(102), 4 
(102) 

4 11.4 % 

5. Language of 
business, management 
and economy 

4 (101), 7 
(101), 8 a 
(101), 7 a 
(102), 1 
(102) 

5 14.3 % 

6. Language of law 9 (101) 1 2.9 % 
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7. Language of social 
communication 

11 (101), 7 
b (102) 

2 5.7 % 

8. Language of 
education 

13 (102) 1 2.9 % 

Total  35  
 

   The dominance of the language of literature is noted again in the four major skills: 

reading, listening, writing and speaking with the following percentages  42.9%, 36%, 

21.1%, and 31.4% respectively. 

 

4.3.2 Tenors of discourse  

4.3.2.1 What are the agentive/societal roles of the 

participants?  

       As illustrated in Tables 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20, it is apparent that most of 

the agentive/societal roles are not clear even though there are various societal roles 

included in the ECS textbooks (see the above-mentioned tables). 

Table 15. Distribution of registers in the ECS textbooks 
Register Frequency Percentage 
1. Language of social studies 29 22.5 % 
2. Language of science 4 3.1 % 
3. Language of literature 41 31.8 % 
4. Language of technology 18 14 % 
5. Language of business, management and 
economy 

9 7 % 

6. Language of law 7 5.4 % 
7. Language of communication 5 4 % 
8. Language of media and journalism 2 1.6 % 
9. Language of social communication 12 9.3 % 
10. Language of arts 1 0.8 % 
11. Language of education 1 0.8 % 
Total 129 100% 
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4.3.2.2   How are the societal roles distributed in the ECS 

textbooks? 

At the other extreme and on the level of the tenor of discourse, the findings unravel 

a critical issue: 66% of the societal roles of the participants are not clearly stated in the texts 

and activities. This leads to a misunderstanding of these roles on the part of the learners. 

Specifically speaking, 50% of the reading texts, 71% of the listening texts, 66% of the 

speaking activities, and 71% of the writing activities do not seem to state the societal roles 

of the interlocutors. 

Regardless of the fact that other texts and activities set these roles, most of these are 

implicitly stated and the reader or the listener has to dig deeply in order to get acquainted 

with the societal roles of the participants (see Tables 16, 17, 18, and 19). 

Table 16 shows various roles of the interlocutors in reading texts. However, these 

roles, as mentioned before, are implicitly stated and the language used in these texts is 

rather "bookish" and do not seem to reflect real interactions. 

Similarly, 71.4% of the listening texts in Table 17 hardly states the societal roles of 

the participants. More surprisingly, it was found that other texts which state such societal 

roles are characterized by narrative features or figurative language and hardly present any 

single piece of evidence of communications in real life. 

Table 18 shows that most of the speaking activities do not seem to state the societal 

roles that the students are to act out. Other societal roles in the activities rarely immerse the 

students in any real academic situation in a lecture or seminar. 

Although Table 19 shows a variety of the participants roles in writing activities, 

most of these activities never state these societal roles. Similar to speaking activities, there 
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is hardly any immersion of a real academic situation where the students are to use the 

language purposefully in their academic majors. More importantly, it is hardly found any 

speaking or writing activity which provides the learners with the needed language functions 

and the realization elements that enable them to communicate effectively. 

A careful look at the productive skills activities would reveal the absence of  

opportunities which allow the students to interact with each other inside the classroom to 

negotiate meaning. In a word, the textbooks failed to make the students aware of the 

societal roles of the interlocutors in the reading and listening texts and in the speaking and 

writing activities.   

Table 16. Societal roles in reading texts 
Societal roles Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Not stated 1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101), 5 
(101), 7 (101), 12 (101), 13 
(101), 14 (101), 1 (102), 2 
(102), 5 (102), 7 (102), 12 
(102), 13 (102), 3 (101), 6 

(102) 

14 50 % 

2. Husband and wife (story) 3 (101), 6 (102) 2 7.1 % 
3. Group of people and 
trust master, painter and his 
wife, professor, doctor, and 
driver (play) 

6 (101) 1 3.6 % 

4. Two sisters, husband’s 
friend, and husband  

8 (101) 1 3.6 % 

5. State and citizens  9 (101) 1 3.6 % 
6. King and students  10 (101) 1 3.6 % 
7. Father and daughter  11 (101) 1 3.6 % 
8. Father and child 3 (102) 1 3.6 % 
9. Expert on civil Aviation 
and readers 

4 (102) 1 3.6 % 

10. Group of 'White' 
writers; vs. group of 'Black' 
writers 

8 (102) 1 3.6 % 

11. United Nations and 
people  

9 (102) 1 3.6 % 

 12. Politician and crowds 
in ancient Rome 

10 (102) 1 3.6 % 
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13. Father and son 11 (102) 1 3.6 % 
14. Two poets 14 (102) 1 3.6 % 
Total  28  
 

 
 

Table 17. Societal roles in listening texts 
Societal roles Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Not stated 1 (101), 2 (101), 3 (101), 
5 (101), 7 (101), 9 (101), 

10 (101), 11 (101), 12 
(101), 14 (101), 1 (102), 
2 (102), 3 (102), 4 (102), 
6 (102), 7 (102), 8 (102), 

9 (102), 10 (102), 13 
(102) 

20 71.4 % 

2. Wolf and dog (story) 3 (101) 1 3.6 % 
3. Two fathers  6 (101) 1 3.6 % 
4. Rabbits and wolves 
(story) 

8 (101) 1 3.6 % 

5. Poet and the world  13 (101) 1 3.6 % 
6. News presenter vs. 
audience  

5 (102) 1 3.6 % 

7. Two poets 11 (102) 1 3.6 % 
8. Bltimorean and black 
boy (poet) 

12 (102) 1 3.6 % 

9. Poet and his beloved 14 (102) 1 3.6 % 
 

Table 18. Societal roles in speaking activities 
Societal roles Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Not stated 10 (101), 1 b (101), 1 c 
(101), 2 (101), 4 a (101), 4 

b (101), 5 a (101), 5 e 
(101), 6 (101), 7 b (101), 

9 (101), 10 (101), 11 
(101), 13 a (101), 13 b 
(101), 13 c (101), 14 

(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 4 
(102), 6 (102), 9 (102), 10 
(102), 11 (102), 12 (102) 

25 65.8 % 

2. Psychiatrist and a person 
who’s accused of being 
mad (the wife in Thurber’s 
‘The Unicorn in the 
garden’ 

3 (101) 1 2.6 % 

3. Citizen and foreigner 5 b (101) 1 2.6 % 
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4. Mother and 
son/daughter  

5 c (101) 1 2.6 % 

5. Father and son/daughter  5 d (101) 1 2.6 % 
6. Computer engineer and 
student 

7 a (101) 1 2.6 % 

7. Bachelor and happily 
married man 

8 (101) 1 2.6 % 

8. Students 12 (101), 14 (102) 2 5.3 % 
9. Student–class 3 (102) 1 2.6 % 
10. Superior Maritan and  
normal Maritan  

5 (102) 1 2.6 % 

11.Salesman and customer 6 (102) 1 2.6 % 
12. Two fighting teams 7 (102) 1 2.6 % 
13. Two friends 13 (102) 1 2.6 % 

 38  
 
 

Table 19. Societal roles in writing activities 
Societal roles Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Not stated 1 (101), 2 (101), 3 b (101), 
4 (101), 5 a (101), 5 b 

(101), 5 c (101), 6 (101), 7 
(101), 8 a (101), 9 (101), 

11 (101), 12 (101), 13 
(101), 14 a (101), 14 b 

(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 3 a 
(102), 3 b (102), 4 (102), 6 
(102), 12 (102), 13 (102), 

14 (102) 

25 71.4 % 

2. Husband and wife  3 a (101), 8 b (101) 2 5.7 % 
3. One of the students at 
the university where the 
late King (Hussein) 
delivered his speech 

10 (101) 1 2.9 % 

4. Cant and human 
provider of food 

5 (102) 1 2.9 % 

5. Manager and newspaper 
readers 

7 a (102) 1 2.9 % 

6. Employee vs. employee  7 b (102) 1 2.9 % 
7. Reader vs. editor  8 (102) 1 2.9 % 
8. Family members 9 (102) 1 2.9 % 
9. Citizen vs. citizen 10 (102) 1 2.9 % 
10. Student vs. author 11 (102) 1 2.9 % 

Total  35 
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Table 20. Frequency and percentage of the stated and not stated societal roles of the 
participants in the ECS textbooks 

Societal roles Frequency Percentage 
1. Stated 44 34.1 % 
2. Not stated 85 65.9 % 
 

4.3.2.3 What are the most dominant statuses of the participants in 

the ECS textbooks? 

          Similarly, it was found  that most texts are hardly clear in relation to the 

statuses of the participants: 14.7 % of these texts presents a hierarchic and temporary status, 

only 6.2 % presents an equal and temporary status. These obscure types of statuses hinder 

the process of communication or make it even frozen (see Tables  21, 21, 23 , 24, and 25). 

The tables indicate that 50% of the reading texts, 71.5% of the listening texts, 65.8% of the 

speaking activities, and 71.4% of the writing activities include participants statuses which 

are unclear to the learners. 

Table 21. Statuses in reading texts 
Status Unit Frequency Percentage 

1. Not Clear  1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101), 
5 (101), 7 (101), 12 (101), 

13 (101), 14 (101), 1 
(102), 2 (102),7 (102), 12 

(102) 

14 50% 

2. Equal and permanent 3 (101), 8(102), 6 (102) 3 10.7 % 
5. Hierarchic and 
temporary 

6(101), 
(101),10(101),4(102), 

8(102),9(102) 

6 21.4% 

4. Hierarchic and 
permanent 

11 (101), 3 
(102),10(102),11(102) 

4 14.2% 

2. Equal and temporary 14 (102) 1 3.6 % 
Total  28  
 
 

Table 22. Statuses in listening texts 
Status Unit Frequency Percentage 
1. Not Clear  1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101), 20 71.5% 
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5 (101), 7 (101), 9(101), 
11(101), 12 (101),  14 

(101), 1 (102), 2 (102) , 
3(102), 4 (102), 6(102), 7 
(102) ,8(102), 9(102) 10 

(102), 13 (102) 
2. Equal and temporary 2 (101), 11 (102), 14 

(102) 
3 10.7 % 

3. Equal and permanent 6 (101) 1 3.6 % 
4. Hierarchic and 
permanent 

8 (101), 13 (101) 2 7.1 % 

5. Hierarchic and 
temporary 

5 (102), 12 (102) 2 7.1 % 

Total  28  
     

Table 23. Statuses in speaking activities 
Status Unit Frequency Percentage 

1. Not clear 1 a (101), 1 b (101), 1 c 
(101),  2 (101), 4 a (101), 4 
b (101), 5 a (101), 5 e (101), 
6 (101), 7 b (101), 9 (101), 

10 (101), 11 (101), 13 a 
(101), 13 b (101), 13 c 

(101), 14 (101), 1 (102), 2 
(102), 4 (102), 6 (102), 9 

(102), 10 (102), 11 (102), 12 
(102) 

25 65.8 % 

2. Hierarchic and 
temporary  

3 (101), 5 b (101), 7 a (101), 
5 (102), 6 (102) 

5 13.2 % 

3. Hierarchic and 
permanent  

5 c (101), 5 d (101) 2 5.3 % 

4. Equal and permanent  8 (101), 13 (102) 2 5.3 % 
5. Equal and temporary 12 (101), 3 (102), 8 (102), 

14 (102) 
4 10.5 % 

Total  38  
        

Table 24. Statuses in writing activities 
Status Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Not clear 1 (101), 2 (101), 3 b (101), 4 
(101), 5 a (101), 5 b (101), 5 
c (101), 6 (101), 7 (101), 8 a 
(101), 9 (101), 11 (101), 12 
(101), 13 (101), 14 a (101), 
14 b (101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 

25 71.4 % 
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3 a (102), 3 b (102), 4 (102), 
6 (102), 12 (102), 13 (102), 

14 (102) 
2. Equal and permanent 3 (101), 8 (101), 10 (102) 3 8.6 % 
3. Hierarchic and 
temporary 

10 (101), 5 (102), 7 a (102), 
7 b (102), 8 (102), 11 (102) 

6 17.1 % 

4. Hierarchic and 
permanent 

9 (102) 1 2.9 % 

Total  35  
 

          The least frequent status in reading texts was the equal and permanent one 

with 3.6%. This indicates again the absence of real interactions in the texts. 

           In the speaking and writing activities the learners are unaware of most of the 

statuses of the interlocutors or participants as most of these activities do not seem to clarify 

them. In that, it can be concluded that the students will be confused on how to use the 

language, in what situation, and what pointers to use as an identification of status and 

power: who agrees, who asks the questions, who offers help, etc. Above all, the students 

will be unable to use the language communicatively. 

Table 25. Frequency and percentage of the clear and unclear statuses in the ECS 
textbooks 

Status Frequency Percentage 
1. Not clear  84 65.1 % 
2. Equal and permanent 9 7 % 
3. Hierarchic and 
temporary  

19 14.7 % 

4. Hierarchic and 
permanent 

9 7 % 

5. Equal and temporary 8 6.2 % 
Total 129 100 % 
 

4.3.2.4 What are the most common social distances among the 

participants in the ECS textbooks? 

      More interestingly, it was also found that 65% of the social distances in the texts 
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and activities are not clear: 15.5% are minimal and 19.4% are maximal (see Tables  26, 27, 

28, 29, and 30). 

     As the statuses are marked unclear, the social distances among the participants 

are concurrently unclear, too. Tables 26, 27, 28, and 29 show that most of the social 

distances in the reading and listening texts, and the speaking and writing activities are not 

clear. Table 30 highlights this fact and clarifies another significant point, that is the 

dominance of the maximal social distance in the two textbooks which impels the learners to 

use formal levels of language to communicate.  

      A rapid analysis of the content would reveal the following facts regarding the 

interpersonal domain: the textbooks present implicitly different forms of sentences: the 

declarative, the imperative, and the interrogative; the textbooks activities encourage 

students to use the positive and negative forms of clauses, but never provide them with the 

strategies which help to produce such clauses. Put it simply, the two textbooks fail to create 

a self-reliant learner as they lack the magic of transferring the solid material into a 

pedagogical one.               

Table 26.  Social distances in reading texts 
Social distance Unit Frequency Percentage 

1. Not clear  1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101), 5 
(101), 7 (101), 18 (101), 13 
(101), 14 (101), 1 (102), 2 
(108), 5 (102), 7 (102), 12 

(102), 13 (102) 

14 50 % 

2. Minimal 3 (101), 8 (101), 11 (101), 3 
(102), 6 (102), 11 (102) 

6 21.4% 

3. Maximal 6 (101), 9 (101), 10 (101), 4 
(102), 8 (102), 9 (102), 10 

(102), 14 (102) 

8 28.6% 

Total  28  
 
 

Table 27. Social distances in listening texts 
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Social distance Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Not clear  1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101),  

5 (101), 7 (101), 9 (101), 
10 (101), 11 (101), 12 

(101), 14 (101), 1 (102), 2 
(102), 3 (102), 4 (108), 6 
(102), 7 (102), 6 (102), 9 
(102), 10 (102), 13 (102) 

20 71.4 % 

2. Minimal  2 (101), 6 (101), 14 (102) 3 10.7 % 
3. Maximal 8 (101), 13 (101), 5 (102), 

11 (102),  12 (102) 
5 17.9 % 

Total  28  
 

 
Table 28. Social distances in speaking activities 

Social distance Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Not clear 1 a (101), 1 b (101), 1 c 

(101), 2 (101), 4 a (101), 4 b 
(101), 5 a (101), 5 c (101), 6 
(101), 7 b (101), 9 (101), 10 
(101), 11 (101), 13 a (101), 
13 b (101), 13 c (101), 14 
(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 4 

(102), 6 (102), 9 (102), 10 
(102), 11 (102), 12 (102), 14 

(102) 

25 65.8 % 

2. Minimal 5 c (101), 5 d (101), 8 (101), 
12 (101), 8 (102), 13 (102), 

14 (102) 

7 18.4 % 

3. Maximal 3 (101), 5 b (101), 7 a (101), 
3 (102), 5 (102), 6 (102) 

6 15.8 % 

Total  38  
 
 

Table 29.  Social distances in writing activities 
Social distance Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Not clear  1 (101), 2 (101), 3 b (101), 4 
(101), 5 a (101), 5 b (101), 5 
c (101), 6 (101), 7 (101),  8 
a (101), 9 (101), 11 (101), 
12 (101), 12 (101), 14 a 

(101), 14 b (101), 1 (102), 2 
(102), 3 a (102), 3 b (102), 4 
(102), 6 (102), 12 (102), 13 

(102), 14 (102) 

25 71.4 % 

2. Minimal 3 a (101), 8 b (101), 9 (102), 4 11.4 % 
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10 (102), 
3. Maximal 10 (101), 5 (102), 7 a (102), 

7 b (102), 8 (102), 11 (102) 
6 17.1 % 

Total  35  
 

Table 30. Frequency and percentage of the clear and unclear social distances in the 
ECS textbooks 

Social distance Frequency Percentage 
1. Not clear 84 65.1 % 
2. Minimal 20 15.5 % 
3. Maximal 25 19.4 % 
 

4.3.3  Modes of discourse  

4.3.3.1  What is the most common role of language in the ECS 
textbooks? 
 

     Regarding  the mode of discourse, the findings reveal that 88.4% of the language 

role is constitutive; that is,  most of the activities and texts are devoid of any other 

accompanying activities which add some sort of life to the texts. The ancillary role of 

language which is only 10.7% of the language role in the texts indicates the lack of the non-

language level such as body language in the texts which is considered a significant element 

of communication (see Tables 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35). The reading  and listening texts and 

the writing activities are marked by the dominance of this particular role of language 

(89.3%, 92.9%, and 94.3% respectively). Meanwhile, the speaking activities have the least 

percentage of the constitutive role of language as shown in Table 33. Still, it indicates high 

involvement of this role in the activities to a great extent. Also, the analysis reveals several 

interesting findings about the ancillary role of language in the textbooks. The most 

important fact is the lack of the non-language level in the texts which is considered a 

significant element of communication.  

It can be concluded, therefore, that very few texts and activities help other 
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accompanying activities in the textbooks. This absence of the ancillary role of language in 

most texts and activities makes them less functional or communicative. 

Table 31. Roles of language in reading texts 
Roles of language Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Constitutive 1 (101), 2 (101), 3 (101), 
4 (101), 5 (101), 7 (101), 

8 (101), 9 (101), 10 
(101), 11 (101), 12 

(101),13 (101), 14 (101), 
1 (102), 2 (102), 3 (102), 
4 (102), 5 (102), 7 (102), 

8 (102), 9 (102), 11 
(102), 12 (102),  13 

(102), 14 (102) 

25 89.3 % 

2. Ancillary 6 (101), 6 (102), 10 
(102) 

3 10.7 % 

 
Table 32. Roles of language in listening texts 

Roles of language Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Constitutive 1 (101), 2 (101), 4 

(101), 5 (101), 7 (101),  
8 (101), 9 (101), 10 
(101), 11 (101), 12 
(101), 13 (101), 14 

(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 
3 (102), 4 (102), 5 

(102), 6 (102), 7 (102), 
8 (102), 9 (102), 10 
(102), 11 (102), 12 
(102), 13 (102), 14 

(102) 

26 92.9 % 

2. Ancillary 3 (101), 6 (101) 2 7.1 % 
 

Table 33. Roles of language in speaking activities 
Role of language Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Constitutive 1 a (101), 1 b (101), 1 c 
(101), 4 a (101), 4 b (101), 

4 c (101), 6 (101), 7 a (101), 
7 b (101), 8 (101), 9 (101), 

10 (101), 11 (101), 12 
(101), 13 a (101), 13 b 

(101), 13 c (101), 14 (101), 
1 (102), 2 (102), 3 (102), 4 

30 78.9 % 
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(102), 5 (102), 6 (102), 8 
(102), 9 (102), 10 (102), 11 
(102), 12 (102), 14 (102) 

2. Ancillary 2 (101), 3 (101), 5 a (101), 
5 b (101), 5 c (101), 5 d 
(101), 7 (102), 13 (102) 

8 21.1 % 

 

Table 34. Roles of language in writing activities 
Role of language Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Constitutive 1 (101), 2 (101), 3 a 
(101), 3 b (101), 4 

(101), 5 a (101), 5 b 
(101), 5 c (101), 6 
(101), 7 (101), 8 a 
(101), 8 b (101), 9 
(101), 10 (101), 11 
(101), 12 (101), 13 

(101), 14 a (101), 14 b 
(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 
3 a (102), 3 b (102), 4 

(102), 6 (102), 7 a 
(102), 7 b (102), 8 

(102), 9 (102), 10 (102), 
11 (102), 12 (102), 13 

(102), 14 (102) 

33 94.3 % 

2. Ancillary 5 (102), 8 (102) 2 5.7 % 
 

Table 35. Frequency and percentage of the roles of language in the ECS textbooks 
Role of language Frequency Percentage 

1. Constitutive 114 88.4 % 
2. Ancillary 15 11.6 % 

 

4.3.3.2  What is the most common type of interaction in the ECS 

textbooks? 

What supports the idea that the textbooks are less communicative or functional  is 

the dominance, once again, of the monologues with 77.5% of the texts and activities 

compared with the dialogues which are estimated at 22.5%. The investigation of the types 

of interaction in the four skills revealed the same findings(see Tables 36, 37, 38, 39and 40). 
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Table 37. Types of interaction in listening texts 

Type of interaction Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Monologue 1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101), 5 

(101), 7 (101), 8 (101), 9 
(101), 10 (101), 11 (101), 

12 (101), 13 (101), 14 
(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 3 
(102), 4 (102), 5 (102), 6 
(102), 7 (102), 8 (102),  9 
(102), 10 (102), 11 (102), 

12 (102), 13 (102), 14 (102) 

26 92.9 % 

2. Dialogue 3 (101), 6 (101) 2 7.1 % 
 
 

Table 38. Types of interaction in speaking activities 
Type of interaction Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Monologue 1 a (101), 1 b (101), 1 c 
(101), 2 (101), 5 c (101), 6 
(101), 9 (101), 10 (101), 11 

(101), 13 a (101), 13 b 
(101), 13 c (101), 14 (101), 
1 (102), 3 (102), 4 (102), 5 
(102), 6 (102), 9 (102), 10 
(102), 11 (102), 12 (102) 

22 57.9 % 

2. Dialogue 3 (101), 4 a (101), 4 b (101), 
5 a (101), 5 b (101), 5 c 

(101), 5 d (101), 7 a (101), 7 
(101), 8 (101), 12 (101), 2 
(102), 7 (102), 8 (102), 13 

(102), 13 (102) 

16 42.1 % 

Table 36.  Types of interaction in reading texts 
Type of interaction Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Monologue 1 (101), 2 (101), 4 
(101), 5 (101), 7 (101), 

8 (101), 9 (101), 10 
(101), 11 (101), 12 
(101), 13 (101), 14 

(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 
4 (102), 5 (102), 7 

(102), 9 (102), 11 (102), 
12 (102), 13 (102) 

21 75 % 

2. Dialogue 3 (101), 6 (101), 3 
(102), 6 (102), 8 (102), 

10 (102), 14 (102) 

7 25 % 
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Table 39. Types of interaction in writing activities 
Types of interaction Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Monologue 1 (101), 2 (101), 3 b (101), 
4 (101), 5 a (101), 5 b (101), 
5 c (101), 6 (101), 7 (101), 8 
a (101), 9 (101), 10 (101), 

11 (101), 12 (101), 13 
(101), 14 a (101), 14 b 

(101), 1 (102), 2 (102), 3 
(102), 4 (102), 5 (102), 6 

(102), 7 (102), 8 a (102),  8 
b (102), 10 (102), 11 (102), 
12 (102), 13 (102), 14 (102) 

31 88.6 % 

2. Dialogue 3 a (101), 8 b (101), 3 (102), 
9 (102) 

4 11.4 % 

 
Table 40. Frequency and percentage of the interaction of types in the ECS textbooks 

Type of interaction Frequency Percentage 
1. Monologue 100 77.5 % 
2. Dialogue 29 22.5 % 
 
 

4.3.3.3  What are the most common channel and medium in the 
ECS textbooks? 
 

On the contrary, the investigation of the mediums in the texts and activities revealed 

that there is some sort of balance in the distribution of the spoken and written mediums and 

channels (graphic or phonic) in the textbooks (48.8%, 51.2% receptively) (see Tables 41 

and 42). 

Table 41.  Frequency and percentage of the mediums in the ECS textbooks 
Medium Frequency Percentage 

1. Written 63 48.8 % 
2. Spoken 66 51.2 % 

 

Table 42. Frequency and percentage of the channels in the ECS textbooks 
Channel Frequency Percentage 

1. Graphic  63 48.8 % 
2. Phonic 66 51.2 % 
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4.3.3.4  What is the most common rhetorical thrust in the ECS 

textbooks? 

          Regarding the rhetorical thrusts, it was found that the most common 

rhetorical thrust is the persuasive one 28.7 % followed by the literary one with 22.5 %; then 

comes the argumentative rhetorical thrust with 16.3 % (see Tables 43, 44, 45, 46, and 47).  

Table 43.  Rhetorical thrusts in reading texts 
Rhetorical thrust Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Persuasive 1 (101),  7 (101), 10 (101), 
2 (102) 

4 14.3 % 

2. Argumentative 2 (101), 4 (101), 14 (101), 
4 (102), 13 (102) 

5 17.9 % 

3. Didactic 3 (101) 1 3.6 % 
4. Literary 5 (101), 6 (101), 8 (101), 

13 (101), 3 (102), 5 (102), 
6 (102), 8 (102), 10 (102), 

12 (102), 14 (102) 

11 39.3 % 

5. Regulatory 9 (101), 9 (102) 2 7.1 % 
6. Instructive 11 (101), 11 (102) 2 7.1 % 
7. Explanatory 12 (101), 1 (102) 2 7.1 % 
8. Informative 7 (102) 1 3.6 % 
 
 

Table 44.  Rhetorical thrusts in listening texts 
Rhetorical Thrust Unit Frequency Percentage 

1. Argumentative 1 (101), 4 (101), 6 (101), 1 
(102), 3 (102) 

5 17.9 % 

2. Informative 2 (101), 2 (102), 5 (102), 9 
(102) 

4 14.3 % 

3. Didactic 3 (101) 1 3.6 % 
4. Explanatory 5 (101), 7 (102), 11 (102), 

13 (102) 
4 14.3 % 

5. Persuasive 7 (101), 10 (101), 11 (101), 
12 (101), 4 (102) 

5 17.9 % 

6. Literary 8 (101), 13 (101), 14 (101), 
6 (102), 8 (102), 10 (102), 

12 (102), 14 (102) 

8 28.6 % 

7. Regulatory 9 (101) 1 3.6 % 
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Table 45. Rhetorical thrusts in speaking activities 

Rhetorical thrust Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Persuasive  1 a (101), 1 b (101), 1 c 

(101), 3 (101), 4 a (101), 
4 b (101), 5 c (101), 6 
(101), 8 (101), 9 (101), 
10 (101), 13 a (101), 13 
b (101), 13 c (101), 1 

(102), 6 (102), 7 (102), 9 
(102), 11 (102), 12 (102) 

20 52.6 % 

2. Explanatory  2 (101), 5 c (101), 5 d 
(101), 7 a (101), 11 

(101) 

5 13.2 % 

3. Argumentative 4 c (101), 12 (101) , 2 
(102), 4 (102), 8 (102), 

10 (102), 14 (102) 

7 18.4 % 

4. Procedural 5 a (101), 5 b (101) 2 5.3 % 
5. Informative 7 b (101) 1 2.6 % 
6. Literary 3 (102), 5 (102) 2 5.3 % 
7. Didactic 13 (102) 1 2.6 % 
 
 

Table 46. Rhetorical thrusts in writing activities 
Rhetorical thrust Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Informative 1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101), 5 
c (101), 6 (101), 7 (101), 10 
(101), 7 a (102), 7 b (102) 

9 25.7 % 

2. Literary 3 a (101), 5 b (101), 8 b 
(101), 13 (101), (102), 5 

(102), 10 (102), 12 (102), 

8 22.9 % 

3. Explanatory 3 b (101), 5 b (101), 1 
(102),  4 (102), 6 (102) 

5 14.3 % 

4. Persuasive 8 a (101), 9 (101), 14 a 
(101),  14 b (101), 2 (102), 
8 (102), 11 (102), 13 (102) 

8 22.9 % 

5. Procedural 11 (101) 1 2.9 % 
6. Argumentative 12 (101), 3(102), 9 (102), 

14 (102) 
4 11.4 % 

 
Table 47.  Frequency and percentage of the rhetorical thrusts in the ECS textbooks 

Rhetorical thrust Frequency Percentage 
1. Persuasive 37 28.7 % 
2. Argumentative 21 16.3 % 
3. Didactic 3 2.3 % 
4. Literary 29 22.5 % 
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5. Regulatory 3 2.3% 
6. Instructive 2 2.3 % 
7. Explanatory 16 12.4 % 
8. Informative 15 11.6 % 
9. Procedural 3 2.3 % 
 

4.3.3.5  What are the text types (genres) included in the ECS 

textbooks on the text level? 

        Table 52 shows the dominance of one type of text that is the exposition which 

makes up 28.7% of the text types in the textbooks. Then the discussion text type follows 

with 18.6%. (For all the text types in the textbooks see Tables 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 and 53). 

      It is apparent that there is no logical distribution of the text types in the four 

major skills. The dominant text type in the reading texts, for example, was the discussion 

text type with about 21.4%. It seems that students are not exposed to enough recount and 

procedure text types. It is clear that the following text types are recurred thoroughly in the 

four skills: discussion, exposition, explanation, information report. This sheds light on the 

language which is used in these genres: that is the language of academic purposes but not 

the language of communication. Thus, the genres which are connected with lifelike texts 

haven't been concentrated upon such as the procedures and the recount text types.    

 
Table 48. Frequency and percentage of genres in reading texts 

Text type Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Exposition  1 (101), 7 (101), 10 (101), 

12 (102), 14 (102) 
5 17.9 % 

2. Discussion 2 (101), 4 (101), 11 (101), 
14 (101), 4 (102), 13 (102) 

6 21.4 % 

3. Narrative 3 (101), 6 (101), 8 (101), 13 
(101), 3 (102), 6 (102), 10 

(102) 

7 25 % 

4. Recount 5 (101), 2 (102), 5 (102), 8 
(102) 

4 14.3 % 

5. Protocol 9 (101), 9 (102) 2 7.1 % 
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6. Explanatory 12 (101), 1 (102) 2 7.1 % 
7. Information report 7 (102) 1 3.6 % 
8. Procedure 11 (102) 1 3.6 % 
 
 

Table 49. Frequency and percentage of genres in listening texts 
Text type Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Discussion 1 (101), 11 (101), 13 (101), 
1 (102), 3 (102) 

5 17.9 % 

2. Information report 2 (101), 2 (102), 5 (102), 9 
(102) 

4 14.3 % 

3. Narrative 3 (101), 6 (101), 8 (101) 3 10.7 % 
4. Exposition 4 (101), 7 (101), 10 (101), 

12 (101), 14 (101), 4 (102), 
10 (102), 14 (102) 

8 28.6 % 

5. Explanation 5 (101), 6 (102), 7 (102), 8 
(102), 11 (102), 13 (102) 

6 21.4 % 

6. Protocol 9 (101) 1 3.6 % 
7. Recount 12 (102) 1 3.6 % 
 
 

 
Table 50. Frequency and percentage of genres in speaking activities 

Text type Units Frequency Percentage 
1. Exposition 1 a (101), 1 b (101), 1 a 

(101), 3 (101), 4 a (101), 5 c 
(101), 6 (101), 9 (101), 10 
(101), 1 (102), 6 (102), 7 

(102), 9 (102), 11 (102), 12 
(102) 

15 39.5 % 

2. Explanatory 2 (101), 5 c (101), 5 d 
(101), 7 a (101), 11 (101), 

13 a (101),  13 b (101), 13 c 
(101) 

8 21 % 

3. Discussion 4 b (101), 8 (101), 12 (101), 
14 (101), 2 (102), 4 (102), 8 

(102), 14 (102) 

9 23.7 % 

4. Procedure 5 a (101), 5 b (101), 13 
(102) 

3 7.9 % 

5. Information report 7 b (101) 1 2.6 % 
6. Recount 3 (102) 1 2.6 % 
7. Narrative 5 (102) 1 2.6 % 
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Table 51. Frequency and percentage of genres in writing activities 
Text type Units Frequency Percentage 

1. Information report 1 (101), 2 (101), 4 (101), 5 
c (101), 6 (101), 7 (101), 10 
(101), 7 a (102), 7 b (102) 

9 25.7 % 

2. Narrative 3 a (101), 8 b (101), 13 
(101), 3 b (102), 5 (102), 10 

(102) 

6 17.1 % 

3. Explanation 3 b (101), 5 b (101), 1 
(102), 4 (102), 6 (102) 

5 14.3 % 

4. Recount 5 a (101) 1 2.9 % 
5. Exposition 8 a (101), 9 (101), 14 a 

(101), 14 b (101), 2 (102), 8 
(102), 11 (102), (102), 13 

(102) 

9 25.7 % 

6. Procedure 11 (101) 1 2.9 % 
7. Discussion 12 (101), 3 a (102), 9 (102), 

14 (102) 
4 11.4 % 

 
 

Table 52. Distribution of text types (genres) in the ECS textbooks 
Text type Frequency Percentage 

1. Exposition 37 28.7 % 
2. Discussion 24 18.6 % 
3. Narrative 17 13.2 % 
4. Recount 7 5.4 % 
5. Protocol 3 2.3 % 
6. Explanation 21 16.3 % 
7. Information report 15 11.6 % 
8. Procedure 5 3.9 % 
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Chapter Five 
 

Discussion, Implications and Recommendations 
 
5.0 Introduction: 
 
      This chapter is mainly concerned with the discussion of the findings achieved 

through the instructors' and students' rating scales and the contextual description of the 

field, tenor and mode of discourse carried out by the researcher in the light of the SFL 

theory after a detailed description of the lexicogrammar of the experiential, interpersonal 

and textual meanings in each text and activity. More importantly, in this chapter there is an 

attempt to relate the findings to the recent studies and the relevant literature.  

5.1 Instructors' perceptions of ECS textbooks functionality 

        The instructors' rating scale aimed at finding out the degree of functionality in 

the ECS textbooks as perceived by the ECS instructors. The instructors believed that the 

textbooks were moderately functional. It seems that this is incongruent with the findings of 

the lexicogrammatical analysis and contextual description which indicated, generally 

speaking, a relatively low estimation of functionality. This finding might suggest that the 

ECS instructors were satisfied with the ECS textbooks, and they resisted change or 

adaptation. In addition, it appears that the instructors were not familiar with the functional 

approach to language as there were no in-service training programs in the UJLC. 

       The standard deviations of the instructors' responses to the extralinguistic level, 

semantic level, lexicogrammatical level, and the overall functionality of the textbooks 

indicate a harmony or a consensus among the instructors' responses whereas the standard 

deviation of the responses to the expression level indicates some sort of discrepancy among 

their answers. This discrepancy can be ascribed to the differences of the instructors' 
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perception of language. Besides, this reflects their unawareness of the textbooks content, 

design, and organization. 

          The high functionality of the textbooks as perceived by the instructors in 

terms of focusing on students' use of language as it occurs in the original culture and the 

authenticity of the language is congruent with the findings obtained from the 

lexicogrammatical analysis and the contextual description which revealed notably 

surprising varieties in the experiential domains of the texts and activities on the field level 

of discourse. However, the dominance of the literary language makes the textbooks 

literature-oriented. What supports this is the instructors' report on the high functionality of 

the textbooks in terms of giving students opportunities to read and understand various types 

of texts differing according to the contexts of situations (Item 6 of the instructors' rating 

scale). This contradicted with the moderate degree of functionality they assigned to the 

similar item (Item 7) which is concerned with finding out to what extent the textbooks give 

students opportunities to listen to various texts differing according to the contexts of 

situations although the reading texts dealt with the same registers of the reading texts. Of 

course, this would limit the generalizability of the study findings. 

     In response to the items regarding the tenor of discourse, it appears that the 

instructors  considered the textbooks to be moderately functional. This finding doesn't seem 

to correspond with the finding obtained from the lexicogrammatical analysis and contextual 

description. For example, it was found that 65.1% of the statuses were not clear, 66% of the 

societal roles of the participants were not clearly stated in the texts and activities, 65.1% of 

the societal distances, were not clear. This means that only 34.9% of the texts and activities 

made students clear on the societal roles of the participants and the social distances whereas 

34% of the texts and activities made them clear on the social distances. This supports the 
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claim that the instructors were not familiar with the functional approach to language or that 

they had intermingled between their instructional practices inside the classroom and their 

perception of the ECS textbooks functionality when responding to the rating scale items.  

            Similarly, regarding the instructors' responses to the items relating to the 

mode of discourse (Items 7,8, and 9), it was found that they regarded the textbooks to a 

moderate degree functional in terms of  whether the textbooks give students opportunities 

to listen to various types of texts differing according to the contexts of situations;  to 

produce various spoken texts; and to write various types of texts. This is compatible 

somehow with the findings of the analysis of the mediums and the channels in the texts and 

activities under scrutiny which cast some light on the balance of the distribution of these 

aspects in the textbooks. The written medium, for instance, which was 48.8% approximates 

to the percentage of the spoken medium 51.2%. 

         However, the revelation of the constitutive role of language as the most 

common aspect of interaction within the mode of  discourse alongside the monologue as 

the most common type of interaction in the texts and activities reflected the absence of the 

authentic language use as emerged in real life situations.   

        The instructors' responses to the items relating to the field of situation were 

consistent with the students' responses to the same items. Both groups believed that the 

selected topics moderately met students' interests, needs and purposes. The standard 

deviation of  Item 10 in the instructors' rating scale prevails a severe discrepancy among the 

instructors' responses as compared with the standard deviations of other items. In the same 

way, the standard deviation of  Item 10 reveals a discrepancy among the students' 

responses. In contrast, the standard deviations of Items 11 and 12 show some sort of 

harmony among the instructors' answers which, in turn, correspond with the standard 
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deviations of the same items in the students' rating scale; they showed explicitly a high 

agreement among the students' responses. This means that most proportion of the 

instructors and students believed that the selected topics met students needs in their 

academic majors and that the textbooks enabled students to use English purposefully in 

their academic disciplines to some extent. However, there is some sort of disagreement 

among the instructors' and students' responses in relation to Item 10 which was intended to 

find out to what extent the selected topics in the ECS textbooks meet students' interests.         

                   The instructors believed that the textbooks were moderately functional 

as far as the three major functions of language are concerned. The standard deviations of 

the items relating to the major functions of language (Items 13-28): the experiential, 

interpersonal and textual show a consensus among the instructors' responses to all items 

except Item 19 which was intended to  explore to what extent the textbooks give students 

opportunities to take different societal roles in the speech situation.  Obviously, it appears 

that the instructors did not agree on this. Of course, this can be ascribed to the assumption 

that the instructors might intermingle between their instructional practices and their 

perception of the textbooks functionality when filling out the rating scales.  

       The items intended to explore the functionality of the textbooks in terms of the 

lexicogrammatical and the expression strata were found to be moderately functional 

according to the instructor' responses (see Items 29-40 except Item 26 which was found to a 

low extent functional). 

         It appears that there is some sort of consensus among the instructors' responses 

to Items 29, 30,and 32 whilst they didn't seem to agree on Items 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39 and 

40.  

            The disagreement regarding whether the grammar and vocabulary included 
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in the textbooks are contextualized or not; to what extent the textbooks enable students to 

break down clauses into constituents; to what extent there are activities related to 

pronunciation, spelling, and punctuation; and to what extent the textbooks enable students 

to use body language in communication can be attributed to different factors. First, it seems 

that a large proportion of the instructors are unfamiliar with the functional approach to 

language and other functional aspects such as contextualization. Second, it is apparent that 

the instructors combined between their actual instructional practices inside the classroom 

and the textbooks content when filling out the rating scales. Third, it should be noted that 

part of this disagreement can be ascribed to the shortcomings of the instrument used in the 

present study to collect data. What supports the previous claims is the instructors' responses 

to Item 36. It is plausible that all the responses were supposed to be " not at all" simply 

because there were no stress and intonation activities in the textbooks at all. Besides,  the 

standard deviation of this item indicates some sort of incompatibility among the instructors' 

responses. 

     It is worth mentioning that the findings achieved through the rating scale items 

relating to vocabulary, grammar, functions of language, content, and learners' needs agree 

with the findings of other studies (El-Mostafa,1988; Al-Kofeiri,1997; Mu'men, 1992; etc.). 

However, the finding relating to the ECS textbooks characteristics of meeting students' 

needs didn't seem to be in harmony with Magableh's (1997) and Al-Momani's (1998) 

findings in this regard which revealed that the textbooks under scrutiny in their study didn't 

match the students' needs and interests. 
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5.2 Students' perceptions of ECS textbooks functionality  

As mentioned previously, it was found that there is a considerable congruity 

between the instructors' and students' responses. Both reported that the ECS textbooks were 

to a moderate extent functional with regard to the extralinguistic level, the semantic level, 

the lexicogrammatical level, the expression level and the overall functionality of the 

textbooks. 

            Moreover, it is noted that there was no harmony  among the students' 

responses to the expression level. This finding seems to parallel to the instructors' 

disagreement about the same level. This similarity of the perceptions on the part of the 

instructors and students can be presumably attributed to the shortcomings of the instrument 

used in the present study and to the implicit confusion that the instructors and students had 

in mind regarding the actual instructional practices inside the classroom on the one hand 

and the textbooks content on the other. What supports this is the surprisingly considerable 

overlap between the instructors' and students' responses to Items 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40. The 

standard deviations of these items in the two groups seem to reflect a disagreement among 

both of them regarding the contextual presentation of stress and intonation in the textbooks, 

pronunciation, spelling, punctuation, and body language.  

5.3 Distribution of functional aspects in ECS textbooks 

                  It was found that there was no balance in the distribution of  most 

functional aspects in the ECS textbooks as revealed by the analysis of the lexicogrammar 

on the three levels of meanings: the experiential, the interpersonal and the textual and the 

contextual description of the three elements of situation: field, tenor and mode.     

The dominance of the language of literature was found to be the most common 
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register in the ECS textbooks. The reason behind this is, presumably, directly pertinent with 

what the authors know but not with what the learners need. Hence, most texts were 

extracted from what the authors actually teach in the courses the Department of English at 

the UJ used to offer for the students majoring in English and literature such as the 

American literature, the English literature, poetry, short stories, etc. Thus, educators and 

textbooks designers should explore the texts in order to understand the contexts of 

language. This supports Butt et. al's (2001) point of view. They believe that the ability to 

explore the context would make it very possible for educators to understand various 

contexts of language use on the basis of meanings in different texts.  

         Moreover, it was also found that the grammar presented in the two textbooks 

is what really taught in courses for the students majoring in English language and literature 

like syntax and transformational grammar. Thus, most grammatical issues were derived 

from the Chomskyan grammar. It seems that this finding agrees with Harrison et. al's 

(1973) study conducted thirty years ago. It aimed to survey the English language policy in 

Jordan and to evaluate the EFL courses at the UJ for the non-majors. It reported that the 

students were expected to do a literature–oriented curriculum rather than a language–

oriented curriculum. EFL educationists and syllabus designers discussed the idea of the 

authors' effect. Nunan (1989) stated that classroom teachers and instructional designers 

would have to rely on judgment, experience and intuition in case that we had no evidence 

on the relationship between pedagogic tasks and real-world tasks. White (1989) pointed out 

that the interests of the syllabus designer would also be an important and covert effect on 

the selection of the material. This would explain how the authors' intuition, experience, and 

interest affected the material selection and led to the dominance of the register of literature 

in the two textbooks. It can be concluded, therefore, that most texts were extracted from the 
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context of the American and the British cultures as most of them were well- known writers  

such as Emile Dickenson, James Thurber, Virginia Woolf, James Bridie, Kate Chopin, etc. 

Thus, it is clear that the activities and texts included in the textbooks are not a real 

reflection of the English language culture. Savignon (1983) points out that many 

'communicative activities' in language classrooms are devoid of social reflection of L2 

culture. Butt et. al (2001) make it clear that we need to be familiar with the culture in which 

the language is used: the topics, the subject matter and social activities.  So, it seems that 

the texts included in the textbooks were 'bookish', mostly literary, and loaded with difficult 

incomprehensible input which impel students, in most cases, to resort to translation. 

Besides, it seems that the two textbooks ignore not only the integration of cultural studies 

of 'the life and institutions kind' but also the strategic procedures for integration 

(Finocchiaro and Brumfit, 1983; Widdowson, 1984). 

         The incongruity between the students' perceptions of the cultural aspect and 

the instructors' perceptions on the one hand and the students' perceptions and the findings 

resulting from the analysis of the lexicogrammar and the contextual description reflects the 

students' ignorance of the concept of culture; the importance of culture; communication; 

and their ignorance of the content of the ECS textbooks in general. 

          The absence of clear references to cultural aspects is consistent with the 

findings of Abu Dalu's (1992) study. I believe that the cultural aspects of the target 

language should be explicitly taught with reference to the cultural aspects of the mother 

tongue in order to help learners not to commit "taboos" in the target culture.  

        The dominance of the register of literature made no enough space for the 

authenticity  which Nunan (1988) and Savignon (1983) talk about. Thus, there are few 

"lifelike" extracts which mirror social real interactions in the culture of the target language 
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such as video clips, recordings of real interactions, etc. Most of these are articles loaded 

with difficult words and literary language.  Wilkins (1972:143) cautions against the study 

of literature. He says: 

           The study of literature may familiarize the learner with a 
more formal style, although this may not be of great practical value since 
it will not be related to situations in which he may find himself. If he 
converse with a native speaker, he will find that he is using a more formal 
style than the person he is talking to.  

 
This finding seems to agree with the finding of Gilmore's (2004) study in an attempt 

to draw a comparison between textbooks dialogues and authentic interactions using the 

SFL framework. The findings showed the absence of the natural aspects of real interaction 

in the textbooks dialogues. He added that the textbooks give a model of language which is 

neat, tidy, unrealistic, lofty, and unattainable. Furthermore, Nunan (1998 b:105) cautions 

against the use of non-authentic texts in designing coursebooks. He believes that authentic 

language shows how grammatical forms operate in the 'real world', rather than in the mind 

of the textbook writer. Consequently, the ECS textbooks can be criticized like other 

coursebooks on the grounds that English people do not talk like that or that ' dialogues like 

these would not be heard from native speakers of English' (Lee,1978). 

       It is worth mentioning on this occasion to point out the differences between 

spoken and written texts. Written texts are heavier on lexical density than spoken texts 

(Gilmore, 2004). Also, the absence of natural authentic materials in the textbooks according 

to the analysis of the experiential domains doesn't seem to correspond with the instructors' 

responses who believed that the material is highly functional with regard to authenticity and 

the students' responses who believed that the material is moderately functional regarding 

the same aspect.  

        I believe that there should be a balance in the distribution of the registers so as 
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to cater for all students' needs and interests. In that, it can be concluded that the textbooks 

failed to meet students' needs and enable them to use the language purposefully in their 

academic majors although the instructors and students believed that the textbooks were 

moderately functional with regard to students' needs and interests. This conclusion seems to 

be consistent with the findings of Magableh's (1997) and Al-Momani's (1998) studies. In 

sum, it can be said that according to the contextual description, the ECS textbooks' authors 

ignored students' needs and interests despite the calls of the EFL educationists and syllabus 

designers for taking learners' needs, interests, purposes, experiences, preferences, beliefs, 

and attitudes into account when constructing and selecting EFL textbooks (Widdowson, 

1973; Allen and Widdowson, 1978; Mackay, 1978; Mackay and Mountford, 1978; 

Finocchiaro and Brumfit, 1983; Rivers, 1984; Widdowson,1984; Halliday,1985; 

Widdowson, 1986; Yalden, 1987; Nunan, 1988; Nunan, 1989; White, 1989; 

Cunningsworth, 1995; Widdowson, 1999; etc.). 

      Finocchiaro and Brumfit (1983) indicate that meeting learners' needs would 

result in a self- motivating 'curriculum' if to consider the textbook as an essential part of the 

curriculum. Nunan (1989) points out that education should be concerned with the 

development of self-autonomy as a result of the learners' needs analysis process. This 

contrasts with the failure of the ECS textbooks to help students be themselves. Thus, it 

appears that this agrees with Bruton's (1997) study which concluded that most coursebooks 

under scrutiny failed to help learners be themselves. Further, it is noteworthy that the ECS 

textbooks do not equip students with explicit strategies and study skills that help them learn 

a foreign language such as guessing words through context; using body language for 

communication; skimming; scanning; etc.  

    In addition to the lack of balance in the distribution of registers in the ECS 
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textbooks, it seems that they don't sensitize students to register variations which enable 

learners to be more proficient in English. This finding agrees with what Watts concluded in 

her study. She found that the textbooks she analyzed need to adopt a systematic approach 

which helps students realize the register variations across their textbooks. In other words, I 

believe that the textbooks should provide the learners with tables, situations, dialogues and 

extracts of interactions that help them recognize 'when', 'how', 'where', to use 'what' and 

'with whom'. According to Watts (Ibid:5), this would help students avoid pitfall-naively 

adapting speech that they hear which is unacceptable to the native interlocutors.  

        It can be concluded that it is of the utmost importance to expose students to 

various registers as Halliday et. al (1966) recognize different types of registers such as the 

language of newspaper, of advertising, of conversation, etc. Also it is important to help 

students differentiate between various registers since Halliday (2003) asserts that the 

language of literature, for instance, differs from the language of everyday conversation. 

Besides, Savignon (1983:8) assures that the success in a particular role in communication 

depends on one's understanding of the context and making appropriate choices of register 

and style. Crystal and Davy (1970:7) exemplify the same point. They believe that what we 

really need to develop in learners is 'a semi- instinctive knowledge of linguistic 

appropriateness and (more important) taboo, which corresponds as closely as possible to 

the fluent native speakers.'    

         As far as the tenor of discourse is concerned, EFL learners should recognize 

the agentive roles of the participants. The fact that 66% of the societal roles of the 

participants were found to be not clearly stated in the texts and activities seems to support 

the claim that the ECS textbooks are rather "bookish" and don't seem to reflect social 

interactions. The awareness of the situational factors like the setting, statuses and roles of 
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the participants, and the like can relate to linguistic categories (Halliday,1975:130). 

Similarly, Finocchiaro and Brumfit (1983:22) think that the recognition of the societal roles 

and the psychological attitudes of the participants toward each other in a conversation… 

will determine to a large extent the form, tone, and appropriateness of any oral or written 

message. Further, the recognition of the societal roles of the interlocutors would also 

determine the formal and informal language that should be used (Ibid:58). Munby 

(1983:68) defines the 'role' as associated with a particular position and with relation to other 

roles to which individuals conform in varying degrees. It seems that this is absent in the 

two textbooks and most of the texts present very formal and lofty language and don't state 

these roles at all. 

        Hymes (1974:60) suggests that the norms of interaction implicate analysis of 

social structure, and social relationships generally, in a community. Butt et. al (2001) 

suggest that teachers might change the tenor so as a new role or relationship needs to be 

negotiated. This suggestion might be taken into consideration in the adaptation process of 

the two textbooks. I believe that writing and speaking activities should include instructions 

on the societal roles of the participants and provide the learners with the needed language 

functions and linguistic elements (formal and informal) which enable them to communicate 

effectively.  

       Considering the findings of the rating scales, it was found that the instructors 

and students believed that the two textbooks to a moderate degree give students 

opportunities to take different social roles in the speech situations. As mentioned earlier, it 

seems that the instructors and students mingled between what they actually practiced inside 

the classroom and the content of the textbooks when responding to the rating scale items. 

       In the same way, the statuses of the participants in most texts and activities 
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were found to be unclear and this might affect communication negatively. In other words, 

this wouldn't help students to determine the language (formal vs. informal) to be used in 

each situation. This finding doesn't seem to agree with the finding achieved through the 

rating scales (see Item 18 and 19) which reflect a moderately functional degree with regard 

to the aspect of status. 

       Wilkins (1972:192) points out that people are generally aware of their own 

status …and will choose the appropriate language forms quite unconsciously. Thus, we use 

informal language with friends and colleagues and formal language with people of power. 

So, it is significant to make students clear on the statuses of the participants in the texts 

presented or to be produced and this allows them to exercise different degrees of control 

over the discourse (Hewings and Hewings, 2005) if students are to play different roles of 

participants as the status or position of the speaker and hearer affects the illocutionary force 

of the utterance (Searle, 1989).  In sum, the absence of the equal and permanent status in 

the ECS textbooks supports the argument of the absence of real interactions.   

       Likewise, it was found that 65% of the social distances in the texts and 

activities are not clear. Thus, it seems that the ECS textbooks failed to make students aware 

of the social distances among the participants. Comparing this finding with the instructors' 

and students' responses to Item 5, it was found that they believed that the textbooks were 

moderately functional in terms of making students aware of the social distances among the 

participants. This obscurity of the social distances among the interlocutors can be due to the 

fact that most texts and activities didn't state the agentive roles and the statuses of the 

participants. The learners become, therefore, unclear on the level of language (formal vs. 

informal) they are to use in communication and this will lead once again to communication 

breaks as the students might use the input (the language of the listening and reading texts) 
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inappropriately. 

       As far as the mode of discourse is concerned, it was found that the most 

common role of language was the constitutive one with 88%. This supports the argument of 

the absence of real interactions and any other functional aspects such as tone, stress, 

intonation, and body language which add some sort of life to the texts. What supports this, 

once again, is the instructors' responses to Item 36 which indicate that the two textbooks 

were to a low degree functional in terms of presenting stress and intonation meaningfully 

and contextually.    

      Moreover, the dominance of the monologues in the ECS textbooks means the 

absence of interactions in the textbooks although Munby (1983) regards the monologues as 

the most common subcategories of the communicative mode. So, what is needed in the 

ECS textbooks is the situations where the learners should know how to behave. However, 

the equal distribution of the activities and texts to the four skills in the ECS textbooks 

resulted in a balance, somehow, in the distribution of the spoken and written mediums and 

channels. 

      The dominance of the argumentative rhetorical thrust followed by the literary 

one indicates, once again, the absence of the real interaction in the textbooks. This appears 

to be congruent with Al-Sharah's (1997:261) finding regarding the most common type of 

writing students were taught in the EFL academic contexts. It seems that 'the most common 

focus in such writing contexts is on the argumentative types of writing'. He indicates that 

other types of writing which are vital for students in the workplace are almost neglected. 

What supports the previous claim is the dominance of the exposition text type (genre) in the 

textbooks 28.7% followed by the discussion text type 18.6%.  

        The scarcity of the recount text type together with the procedure one means the 
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scarcity of the lifelike material in the textbooks and the dominance of the "bookish" 

language. This agrees with Young's and Nguyen's finding (2002) who found the science 

textbooks under scrutiny lacking social interactions and they concluded this with the 

socialization of students to science discourse through different instructional modes. 

        The contextual analysis of the mode of discourse did not reveal the strategies 

and skills associated with communicative competence. Despite the fact that the instructors' 

and students' responses to these Items 23, 24, 25, 27, 28 were moderately functional, a 

careful investigation of the textbooks would reveal that hardly they include any strategies 

or skills which enable students to read and understand coherent texts; write coherent texts; 

use different types of cohesive devices; write essays beginning with introductory 

paragraphs; write the topic sentence when writing paragraphs; pronounce correctly and 

contextually; spell words correctly; and use the body language in communication. This 

absence of such strategies and skills seem to mirror Al-Sharah's (1997:262) finding in this 

regard. He reported that 'strategies such as outlining for writing and making a draft appear 

to be neglected in EFL setting'. 

       The lack of the functional aspects on the expression level is incompatible with 

what syllabus designers and theorists advocate. Finocchiaro and Brumfit (1983:29) indicate 

that the meaning of any utterance is the combination of the grammar, lexical and cultural 

systems reflected in it. Thus, intonation, stress, punctuation, spelling, non-verbal language 

convey meaning. Crombie (1985:36) stresses that the syllabus designer should take into 

account the role played by intonation and stress in semantic relational recognition. Halliday 

(2002:05) considers the intonation contour another mode of the realization of interpersonal 

meanings. To Cunningsworth (1995), intonation can differ according to the degree of 

formality. It is worth mentioning that the non-linguistic knowledge such as body language 
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helps students to crack the codes and understand meanings (Littlewood,1984:67). 

5.4 Implications and recommendations 

       In the light  of the findings of the present study and the discussion based on 

these findings, the following implications and recommendations could be taken into 

account  if there would be further steps for adapting the ECS textbooks and if these 

textbooks are to be made more functional, communicative, and more learner-centered.  

       First, the ECS instructors should be exposed to pre-and in-service training 

programs regarding SFL theory in the field of education, EFL syllabus design, curriculum 

instructions, and textbooks analysis. Besides, they should also be exposed to the 

communicative approach and the new methods of teaching EFL.  

       Second, the committee of the development of the ECS textbooks should include 

members specialized in EFL curriculum and methodology. 

     Third, it is recommended that the experience in teaching EFL, specialization,  

and competence should be taken into consideration when selecting candidates for the job of  

teaching EFL in the UJLC.  

     Fourth, it is recommended that students may be grouped according to their 

specializations in classes. Therefore, students from humanities faculties could be exposed 

to genres and registers associated with humanities and students from scientific faculties 

could be exposed to more genres and registers associated with science. Consequently, it is 

recommended that students of the same majors should be exposed to a course in English for 

a specific purpose alongside ECS courses e.g. English for management, English for law, 

English for agriculture, etc. 

      Fifth, it was very difficult to compare  the instructors' perceptions of the ECS 
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textbooks functionality and the students' on the one hand, and the instructors' and students' 

perceptions and the findings obtained from the lexicogrammatical analysis and the 

contextual description of the texts on the other. Thus it is recommended that future research 

may focus on these issues. Besides, due to the shortcomings of the rating scales, it is better 

to confine future research to the analysis based on SFL models. 

     Sixth, the findings suggest that there should be explicit references to the cultural 

aspects needed for communication in the textbooks. Furthermore, it is recommended that 

there should be more exposure to social interactions and activities which will immerse 

students in the process of communication. 

     Seventh, as regards the register,  the findings indicate that the students may be 

exposed to various types of registers with some focus on the registers associated with the 

students' specializations. 

    Eighth, as most societal roles of the participants, statuses, and social distances 

were not stated, ECS authors are to make these clear so as students could choose the 

appropriate level of language (formal vs. informal) and behave appropriately in the context 

being immersed in. 

     Ninth, regarding the mode of discourse, it is of the utmost importance to 

maintain a balance between the ancillary and the constitutive roles of language in the ECS 

textbooks. In that, the language used in social interaction parallels the one used in academic 

disciplines although Vande Kopple (1995) recommended that it would be very necessary to 

enable students to do the kind of scholarly work that seems to correlate highly with the 

synoptic style. Hence, there would also be a balance between monologues and dialogues, 

between written and spoken mediums, and between graphic and phonic channels. And this 

what Al-Sharah (2003:409) emphasizes when teaching writing. He says: 
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     'Students' are required to have an audience and a purpose to 
which their writing should be adapted. They should know, whether in 
their writing, they are going to inform, describe, or persuade. Further, 
students should also take the different audiences, other than their teacher, 
into consideration. 

  
Tenth, concerning the rhetorical thrust, it is recommended that authors should 

analyze the texts referring to Butt et. al's framework before including these in the textbooks 

so as to maintain, once again, a balance between the rhetorical thrusts in the textbooks. 

    Eleventh, students should be exposed to different types of texts differing 

according to the registers and academic disciplines. In that, students from science faculties, 

for instance, will be intensively exposed to genres directly associated with their disciplines 

such as reports, explanations, expositions, etc.  

       Twelfth, the ECS textbooks need to focus on pedagogical grammar rather than 

the traditional one so as to enable students use language contextually and appropriately. 

This requires the explicit teaching of speech acts or functions alongside their linguistic 

exponents. 

        Finally, it is recommended that the textbooks assist students to be self-

autonomous learners by equipping them with the strategies and the skills which enable 

them to crack meanings and enhance their communicative abilities. This finding is 

compatible with Bruton's (1997) study. In other words, the textbooks under scrutiny failed 

to make learners themselves. 

       To conclude, it seems that there is no congruity between the instructors' and 

students' responses and the findings obtained from the lexicogrammatical analysis of the 

texts and the contextual description. Hopefully, future research, therefore, will give more 

priority to the analysis based on systemic functional frameworks as effective objective 

instruments for collecting data and evaluating EFL textbooks.  
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Appendix 1. 
 
Faculty of Educational Sciences, 
     The University of Jordan 
           Amman –Jordan 
                        /       /  2007  
 
 
Dear instructor, 
 
 This rating scale is designed to gather information about the functionality of the 

English communication skills textbooks (ECS) (I) and (II) according to your perception.  

           You are kindly asked to fill this rating scale as accurately as possible. 

 
 
Thank you for your cooperation 

 
Khadijeh Othman 
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1. The textbooks focus on students’ use 
of language as it occurs in the original 
culture (i.e. the American or the 
British).  

     

2. The selected materials are authentic 
(i.e. the materials which have been 
produced for purposes other than to 
teach language. They can be taken 
from many different sources: video 
clips, recordings of real interactions, 
extracts from television, radio and 
newspapers, signs, maps and charts, 
photographs and pictures, timetables 
and schedules, etc.).  

     

3. The textbooks make students aware of 
the societal roles of the interlocutors in 
texts.  

     

4. The textbooks make students aware of 
the statuses and powers of the 
interlocutors in texts. 

     

5. The textbooks make students aware of 
the social distance among the 
participants.  

     

6. The textbooks give students 
opportunities to read and understand 
various types of texts differing 
according to the contexts of situations.  

     

7. The textbooks give students 
opportunities to listen to various types 
of texts differing according to the 
contexts of situations. 

     

8. The textbooks give students 
opportunities to produce various 
spoken texts differing according to the 
contexts of situations. 

     

9. The textbooks give students 
opportunities to write various types of 
texts differing according to the 
contexts of situations. 

     

10. The selected topics meet students’      
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interests. 
 

11. The selected topics meet students’ 
needs in their academic majors. (e.g. 
scientific, literary, historical ). 

     

12. The textbooks enable students to use 
English purposefully in their own 
academic disciplines. 

     

13. The textbooks enable students to 
express their own internal experiences 
in English (i.e. using language to 
express inner feelings, ideas, opinions, 
etc. ) 

     

14. The material enables students to build 
the vocabulary that helps them to 
communicate effectively. 

     

15. The material enables students to build 
the vocabulary that helps them manage 
their learning in their academic 
majors. 

     

16. The textbooks enable students to 
express their external experiences in 
English (i.e. using language to interact 
and communicate with the world 
around).  

     

17. The textbooks include language 
functions together with their 
realization elements (e.g. Expressing 
opinion – I think, I believe, etc.). 

     

18.  The textbooks give students 
opportunities to interact with others 
inside the classroom to negotiate 
meaning (e.g. teachers, groups, peers). 

     

19. The textbooks give students 
opportunities to take different social 
roles in the speech situation (e.g. a 
bank manager, a tourist, a guide, a 
doctor, etc.) 

     

20. The text books present different forms 
of sentences : declarative, imperative 
and interrogative (e.g. She sleeps at 
ten./Does she sleep at ten ? / Sleep at 
ten !). 

     

21. The textbooks activities enable 
students to investigate the time of the 
events. 
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22. The textbooks activities enable 
students to use the positive and 
negative forms of clauses (e.g. She 
sleeps at ten./She doesn’t sleep at ten ) 
. 

     

23. The textbooks enable students to read 
and understand coherent texts. 

     

24. The textbooks enable students to write 
coherent texts. 

     

25. The textbooks enable students to use 
different types of cohesive devices 
(e.g. reference, ellipsis, repetition, 
conjunctions). 

     

26. The textbooks enable students to write 
essays beginning with an introductory 
paragraph. 

     

27. The text books enable students to 
recognize the topic sentence in any 
paragraph when they read. 

     

28 . The textbooks enable students to write 
the topic sentence in writing 
paragraphs. 

     

29. The textbooks provide students with 
different options of words, phrases and 
grammatical units differing according 
to the contexts of situations. 

     

30.  The textbooks provide students with 
the words and structures that enable 
them to express their experiences (e.g. 
opinions, feelings, and ideas ) 
effectively. 

     

31. The text books provide students with 
the words and structures that enable 
them to interact effectively with 
others.  

     

32. The text books provide students with 
the words and structures that enable 
them to organize meaningful texts . 

     

33. The grammar included in the two 
textbooks is contextualized. 

     

34. The vocabulary included in the two 
textbooks is contextualized. 

     

35. The textbooks enable students to break 
down clauses into smaller constituents 
(parts). 

     

36. Stress and intonation are presented      
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meaningfully and contextually. 
37. There are some activities related to 

pronunciation. 
     

38. There are some activities related to 
spelling. 

     

39. There are some activities related to 
punctuation. 

     

40. The text books enable students to use 
body language in communication (e.g. 
gestures, facial expressions, etc ). 
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Appendix 2. 
 
Faculty of Educational Sciences, 
     The University of Jordan 
           Amman – Jordan 
                        /       /  2007  
 
 
Dear students, 
 
 This rating scale is designed to gather information about the functionality of the 

English communication skills textbooks (ECS) (I) and (II) according to your perception.  

 It consists of two parts. In the first part you are kindly requested to give some 

personal information, and in the second part you are kindly asked to fill this rating scale as 

accurately as possible. 

 
 
Thank you for your cooperation 

 
Khadijeh Othman 

 
 

Part (1): 
 

• Faculty : ……………  Specialization : ………………… 
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Part (2):  
 

No. Item 

T
o 

a 
ve

ry
 

la
rg

e 
ex

te
nt

 

T
o 

a 
la

rg
e 

ex
te

nt
 

T
o 

so
m

e 
ex

te
nt

 

T
o 

a 
sm

al
l 

ex
te

nt
 

N
ot

 a
t a

ll 

1. The textbooks focus on my use of 
language as it occurs in the original 
culture (i.e. the American or the 
British).  

     

2. The selected materials are authentic 
(i.e. the materials which have been 
produced for purposes other than to 
teach language. They can be taken 
from many different sources:video 
clips, recordings of real interactions, 
extracts from television, radio and 
newspapers, signs, maps and charts, 
photographs and pictures, timetables 
and schedules, etc.).  

     

3. The textbooks make me aware of the 
societal roles of the interlocutors in 
texts.  

     

4. The textbooks make me aware of the 
statuses and powers of the 
interlocutors in texts. 

     

5. The textbooks make me aware of the 
social distance among the participants.  

     

6. The textbooks give me opportunities 
to read and understand various types 
of texts differing according to the 
contexts of situations.  

     

7. The textbooks give me opportunities 
to listen to various types of texts 
differing according to the contexts of 
situations . 

     

8. The textbooks give me opportunities 
to produce various spoken texts 
differing according to the contexts of 
situations. 

     

9. The textbooks give me opportunities 
to write various types of texts differing 
according to the contexts of situations. 

     

10. The selected topics meet my interests.      
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11. The selected topics meet my needs in 

my academic majors. (e.g. scientific, 
literary, historical ). 

     

12. The textbooks enable me to use 
English purposefully in my own 
academic disciplines. 

     

13. The textbooks enable me to express 
my own internal experiences in 
English (i.e. using language to express 
inner feelings, ideas, opinions, etc.) 

     

14. The material enables me to build the 
vocabulary that helps me to 
communicate effectively. 

     

15. The material enables me to build the 
vocabulary that helps me manage my 
learning in my academic major. 

     

16. The textbooks enable me to express 
my external experiences in English 
(i.e. using language to interact and 
communicate with the world around).  

     

17. The textbooks include language 
functions together with their 
realization elements (e.g. Expressing 
opinion – I think, I believe, etc.). 

     

18.  The textbooks give me opportunities 
to interact with others inside the 
classroom to negotiate meaning (e.g. 
teachers groups, peers ). 

     

19. The textbooks give me opportunities 
to take different social roles in the 
speech situation (e.g. a bank manager, 
a tourist, a guide, a doctor, etc.) 

     

20. The text books present different forms 
of sentences: declarative, imperative 
and interrogative (e.g. She sleeps at 
ten./ Does she sleep at ten ? / Sleep at 
ten !). 

     

21. The textbooks activities enable me to 
investigate the time of the events. 

     

22. The textbooks activities enable me to 
use the positive and negative forms of 
clauses (e.g.She sleeps at ten. / She 
doesn’t sleep at ten ). 

     

23. The textbooks enable me to read and 
understand coherent texts. 
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24. The textbooks enable me to write 
coherent texts. 

     

25. The textbooks enable me to use 
different types of cohesive devices 
(e.g. reference, ellipsis, repetition, 
conjunctions). 

     

26. The textbooks enable me to write 
essays beginning with an introductory 
paragraph. 

     

27. The text books enable me to recognize 
the topic sentence in any paragraph 
when they read. 

     

28 . The textbooks enable me to write the 
topic sentence in writing paragraphs. 

     

29. The textbooks provide me with 
different options of words, phrases and 
grammatical units differing according 
to the contexts of situations. 

     

30.  The textbooks provide me with the 
words and structures that enable me to 
express my experiences (e.g. opinions, 
feelings, and ideas) effectively. 

     

31. The text books provide me with the 
words and structures that enable me to 
interact effectively with others.  

     

32. The text books provide me with the 
words and structures that enable me to 
organize meaningful texts. 

     

33. The grammar included in the two 
textbooks is contextualized. 

     

34. The vocabulary included in the two 
textbooks is contextualized. 

     

35. The textbooks enable me to break 
down clauses into smaller constituents 
(parts). 

     

36. Stress and intonation are presented 
meaningfully and contextually. 

     

37. There are some activities related to 
pronunciation. 

     

38. There are some activities related to 
spelling. 

     

39. There are some activities related to 
punctuation. 

     

40. The text books enable me to use body 
language in communication (e.g. 
gestures, facial expressions, etc). 
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JKLردOا JQRSTUا 
JVWXYZUم اW\QUا JK\آ 

 اOردن –`_Sن    
          /     /2007 

 
 

 اYZd_Uم ..........................................................Ybcة  
 
 

xyUم ا\qrsa dtuSvاء درا_ZU d`ف إ\S^k lس i`ى وd^e^f ا\aSbc^[ ا\`را_^^[ \]SZرات اSTUVل  

z^{|}~ا d�{\Sa d^}ا�رد d�iS|\ا �� d� . ف ه�� ا�داة`ZUو)q�`yb\ا �{_ ( d^e^fx\ا �{U سS^k l\إ �Z�

 ]^aSbc\ى ه��[ اxb�[\ ]^_ا\]`ر.  

آ]`ّرس \]�xbى   �Z]��� ا\]�aq ا\�ي ��bءم و)  lrq� )ü ا\qcbم qyaاءة آ� �qyة وو��  

 .ه��[ ا\aSbc^[ ا\`را_^^[ 
 

�c}وS�b\ ًاqc� 
 

dtuSv\ا 
t� d|�`ي�`^[u نS[ 
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efYUة اYghUا  JiرjX
آYKlة jiًا

 
 JiرjX
آYKlة

 SR jc mUإ
 

 JiرjX
J\K\f

 

أjXًا
 

1.  d�{\ dv{�\ل اS[�b_ا l{� نS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا zآq�
ا~{|}^d�z آ]qU Sد �� _^SZkS ا\��Syt ا��}� 

)�}S��qv\وا �c�qiا�. ( 

     

�� ا\aSbc^[ ه� xiاد أ�^}d ا\]xاد ا\]�Sbرة  .2
وا\]Sدة ا��^}d ه� U}� ا\�U �b إ{q�� SZrSbاض (

ّ̀ة  � ]i SZ�S�bkا �b� S[}وإ SZUا�\ d�{\ر�� ا`U q^�
 de{b�i d^y^yu درSTi : ت�^|�Uو d^[{^� � Syi

 ]i صxT}ة وze{bi � Syiو d^{�� ا��تxb\
ا\�T¥ وا~ذا�d وا\}Suxت ا~��{^d وا\�qا£¢ 

 ) . ا\¦ ... \]xا�^` ا\]�de{b وr`اول ا

     

3 .  d^�S[brVدوار ا�Sa و�� l{� dv{�\ن اxc�
 ]^aSbc\ا�� �� أي {§ �� اxb\رآ^[ �� اS¨[{\

 .ا\`را_^^[ 

     

4.  ]^a Si d^�S[brVت اSk��\Sa و�� l{� dv{�\ن اxc�
 ��S[brVا�� اxb\ا �� ]^رآS¨[\ا. 

     

5. ©[a و�� l{� dv{�\ن اxc� صSا��� d�{_و d\z
ا\]¨Sرآ^[ �� ا\��Sebت اbrV]d^�S وqّ̂�U ا\��Sب 

 �\�\ Sً�vU. 

     

6.  d�x�\ صxT} اءةqk dv{�{\ نS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا «^b�
¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U SZ[Zو�. 

     

�b^» ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن \}�}xT} �Z� dvص  .7
 ¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U d�x[�i. 

     

SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن \}�}dv أن �©¨¬xا b� dZ�S¨i^» ا\ .8
 ¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U d�x�\ Sً�xT}. 

     

b��x d^» ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن \}�}dv آxT} daSbص \� . 9
 ¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U. 

     

10.  �i ]^aSbc\رة �� اSb�[\ت اS�x�x[\ءم ا�bU
dv{�\ت اSiS[bاه. 

     

11 . {UvرةSb�[\ت اS�x�x[\ا �  �� dv{�\ت اSrSu
 �ZUSTT�U لxyu ¥{b�i)لSti:  تS�x�xi

 d^aأد ،d^ر��SU ،d^[{�...¦\ا. ( 

     

�]c[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}i dv[ ا_�b`ام هSدف  .12
 �ZUSTT�U لxyu �� ه�`�S�U d�z^{|}~ا d�{\

 de{b�[\ا. 

     

13.  ]� q^v�b\ا ]i dv{�\ن اS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا ]c[�
 .وq�S¨iه� و®را£�Z ا\¨�d^T أ�Scره� 
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14.  l{� ه�`�S�U داتqei ءS©a ]i dv{�\دة اS[\ا ]cّ[U
 ��Se\ا ��S[brVا�� اxb\ا. 

     

15.  l{� ه�`�S�U داتqei ءS©a ]i dv{�\دة اS[\ا ]cّ[U
 de{b�[\ا �ZUSTT�U لxyu �� �Z[{ّ�U �^¯©U. 

     

\cّ[� ]� q^v�b[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}i dv[ ا .16
 d�z^{|}~ا d�{\Sa d^�S[brVا �ZUاqv�) ام`�b_أي ا

 ]i ]�q�°ا �i ا��xb\ا �rأ ]i d�z^{|}~ا d�{\ا
 S©\xu. ( 

     

17.  l\إ d�{\ا ¥£Sfو l{� نS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ي اxb��
 : Sr{± �©q�SهS ا\}�d�x ا\]�Sti de{bل 

(Expressing opinions: I think, I believe, 
etc…) . 

     

18.  ]�q�°ا �i ا��xb\ا dv{�{\ نS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا «^b�
 d^eT\ا d�q�\ت، (�� دا�� اS�x[|[\ء، ا�iz\ا

 .i[ أ�Z� �r ا\]�©l ) ا\]�}�

     

�b^» ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن \}�}yU dvّ]§ أدوار  .19
 .ا\S�b ± / اxi �� de{b�i d^�S[brاk¥ ا\xbا�� 

     

ّ̀م ا\SaSbcن  .20 y� �[|\ا ]i de{b�i VًScن أ�S^_ا\`را
d^£S¨}~وا d�qv�\م (: اSZeb_Vل ) ا\�}± واSti : 

(She sleeps at ten./ Does she sleep at 
ten?/Sleep at ten). 

     

21.  d©iأز ]i ³y�b\ا ]i dv{�\ن اS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا ]cّ[�
 SZ}x_ر`� �b\اث ا`uا�. 

     

ا_^Sن ا\�}i dv[ ا_�b`ام ا\|]� �]cّ[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`ر . 22
 d^e©[\وا dbvt[\ا. 

     

�]cّ[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}qk ]i dvاءة {xTص  . 23
 SZ[Zو� d^�x�x[\ة ا`ux\Sa ¥TbU. 

     

�]cّ[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}i dv[ آxT} daSbص  .24
 d^�x�x[\ة ا`ux\Sa ¥TbU. 

     

�}i dv[ ا_�b]Sل أ_cّ[� ±^\S[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\ .25
 ¥TbU صxT} daSbآ l{� ه�`�S�� S[i d�x©bi

 d^�x�x[\ة ا`ux\Sa)  �ti ار وا\��ف وأدواتqcb\ا
 ¢aq\ا\¦ ... ا. ( 

     

�]cّ[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}i dv[ آVSyi daSbت  .26
 d\Sy[\ع اx�xi SZ^� ّ̀م y� d^uSbbات ا�qy� ذات. 

     

i[ ا\q�bف �}l  ا\�}dv \`را_^Sن�]cّ[ ا\SaSbcن ا .27
 .ا\|]� اd^uSbb�V �� أّي �qyة �qyأون 

     

�]cّ[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}i dv[ آdaSb ا\|]�  .28
 d^uSbb�Vات  �©`اqye\ا daSbآ. 
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29.  ]i دة`�bi راتS^�a dv{�\ن اS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ّود اz�
U �[|\ا �Svوأ� d�x�{\وا d�x�©\اآ^± اqb\ا Sً�vU ¥{b�

 ¥kاx[\ف ا�b�V. 

     

�zّود ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}S[{c\Sa dvت وا\qbاآ^±  .30
 �Z£ه� و®راq�S¨i ]� q^v�b\ا ]i �Z©c[U �b\ا

 d^{�Sea ره�Scوأ�. 

     

�zّود ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}S[{c\Sa dvت وا\qbاآ^±  .31
 ]�q�°ا �i ��Se\ا�� اxb\ا ]i �Z©c[U �b\ا. 

     

�zّود ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�}S[{c\Sa dvت وا\qbاآ^±  .32
 l©�i ذات de{b�i صxT} �^¯©U ]i �Z©c[U �b\ا. 

     

33.  l©�i ذات de{b�i تSkS^_ �� `ا�xy\ا ��`yU �b�.      
34.  l©�i ذات de{b�i تSkS^_ �� داتqe[\ا ��`yU �b�.      
i dv[ �U}^� ا\|]� إ\cّ[� l[ ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن ا\�} .35

c[\ى اq�T\ا SZUا`uوx SZ\ d}. 
     

36.  qv©\ا ��`yU �b�(stress)  �^�©b\وا(Intonation)) 
 l©�i ]� q^v�b{\ ¶�Se�}ت واxT\ع اSeUأي ار

Sآ±|�b\م واSZeb_V ( l©�i ذات d[^{_ dy�q�a. 

     

37.  ·e{\Sa ³{�bU d�¨}ن أSaSbc\ا ][¸b�
(pronunciation) . 

     

      .b�(spelling)¸][ ا\SaSbcن أ�i~Sa ³{�bU d�¨}ء  .38
39. �^kqb\ت اSi��a ³{�bU d�¨}ن أSaSbc\ا ][¸b� 

(punctuation marks) 
     

40.  d�\ ام`�b_ا ]i dv{�\ن اS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا ]cّ[�
 .ا\|�` وq^aS�U ا\rx¶ وا~�]Sءات �� ا\xbا�� 
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 ا	 ا����� ا������
  
 

 YR YVjRآu اSt\Uت اYZd_Uم ،،،/ Ybcة اSZqOذ اjUآWZر  
 
 

 jQX SRأ ، vwSآYXو yا J_cور ezK\` م{|Uا: 
 

�\� إذن SKg\Uم Wc �_\` �dlXل و�JKhK ا�KXSZzU اjUراS_U �KKqدS�R �wرات ا�S�wل : اW~W_Uع 
JVuK\TLا� Jt\USX 

 ) .102(و ) 101(
 

 1/1/2007: ـــ� اSZUرVـ
 
 

 �_\` �dlX مSKgUا �iأ �R JK�dlUا �Z_�R �K�|w m\` Jgا�W_USX مYzZUء اSiYUا) �K�U JKQRSi JUSqر
 JVuK\TLا� Jt\Uا �KUSqه� وأS�R �� YKZ|iS_Uا Jiدر ( �Kqرj_Uا �R تSLSKX �_TX مWf�q �Kc ،

 JK�dlUداة اOام اj�ZqSX Jl\�Uوا)YVjgZUا e\q (ه�� ا �\�Zwو ، �KXSZzUا eKKgw J�j�Z|_Uا J�hUا �R داةO
 .اjUرا�KKq وذ�R �U �}ل إYg� m\` e�wSXSiات اOداة 

 
 

،،، q�`yb\ام واqbuV³ ا£S� لxvya اx{¸eUو 
 

 
cSlUا� J: 

 
 �S_�` JTVjن jK_cي

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Appendix 5. 
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 JKLردOا JQRSTUا 
JVWXYZUم اW\QUا JK\آ 

 اOردن –`_Sن    
            /   /2007  

 
  ±\S�\أ�� ا / dv\S�\ا : 

 
xyUم ا\qrsa dtuSvاء درا_ZU d`ف إ\S^k lس i`ى وd^e^f ا\aSbc^[ ا\`را_^^[ \]SZرات اS¹TUVل   

إ\S¹^k lس U}�¹ ا\¹�u d¹^e^fx±     ) _}� ا\d�{\Sa)q�`yb ا~{|}^d�z �� ا\|d�iS ا�رد{^d ، وZU`ف ه�� ا�داة 

dv{�\ا �Z�  \ا ]^aSbc\ى ه��[ اxb�[\]^^_را`. 

 

آ�Z�  ±¹¹\S]�¹¹��¹¹ ا\]�¹¹aq ا\�¹¹ي ��b¹¹ءم و) l¹¹rq�)ü ا\q¹¹cbم q¹¹yaاءة آq¹¹y� �¹¹ة وو��¹¹ إ�S¹¹رة    

 .\]�xbى ه��[ ا\aSbc^[ ا\`را_^^[ 

 
 

 dtuSv\ا: 
 �`�|S[t� dن u]^`ي

 
�c}وS�b\ ًاqc� 

 
 

 d^T�� تSix{�[a ³{�b� وا\�ي Vًء أوz|\ه�ا ا d¬v�U lrq�: 
d^{c\ا ...................... :................  �b\ا§T : ...................... 

 

 

 

 

 

 
efYUة اYghUا  JiرjX

 آYKlة jiًا
 JiرjX
 آYKlة

SR jc mUإ 

 JiرjX
 J\K\f 

 أjXًا

1.        d¹¹¹�{\  �\S[�b¹¹¹_ا l¹¹¹{� نS^¹¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹¹aSbc\ا z¹¹¹آq�     
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ا~{|}^d¹¹¹�z آ]q¹¹¹U S¹¹¹د �SZkS^¹¹¹_ �¹¹¹ ا\��S¹¹¹yt ا��¹¹¹}�   
)�}S��qv\وا �c�qiا�. ( 

2. د ا\]�S¹¹¹bرة ��¹¹¹ ا\aS¹¹¹bc^[ هx¹¹¹i �¹¹¹اد أ�d{^¹¹¹      ا\]x¹¹¹ا 
وا\]Sدة ا��^}d ه� U}� ا\�¹U �b إ{q¹�� S¹ZrSbاض    (

ّ̀ة     ¹� ]¹i S¹Z�S�bkا �b� S[}وإ SZUا�\ d�{\ر�� ا`U q^�
 d¹¹e{b�i d¹¹^y^yu درS¹¹Ti : ¹¹|^�ت�Uو d¹¹^[{^� � S¹¹yi

  ]¹¹¹i صx¹¹¹T}ة وz¹¹¹e{bi � S¹¹¹yiو d¹¹¹^{�� ا��¹¹¹تxb\
£¢ ا\�¹¹T¥ وا~ذا�d¹¹ وا\}S¹¹uxت ا~��{^d¹¹ وا\�q¹¹ا   

 de{b�[\ا�^` اx[\اول ا`rا\¦ ... و . ( 

     

3 . أآxن �}l و�� �Saدوار اS¨[{\ d^�S[brVرآ^[ ��  
 .ا\xbا�� �� أي {§ �� ا\aSbc^[ ا\`را_^^[ 

     

4.     ]^¹¹¹a S¹¹¹i d¹¹¹^�S[brVت اS¹¹¹k��\Sa �¹¹¹و� l¹¹¹{� نx¹¹¹أآ
 ��S[brVا�� اxb\ا �� ]^رآS¨[\ا. 

     

5.       d�{¹¹¹¹_و d¹¹¹¹\z©[a �¹¹¹¹و� l¹¹¹¹{� نx¹¹¹¹ص أآS�¹¹¹¹ا��
ا\]¨Sرآ^[ �� ا\��Sebت اbrV]d^�S وqّ̂�U ا\��Sب 

 �\�\ Sً�vU. 

     

6.     d¹¹�x�\ صx¹¹T} اءةq¹¹k نS^¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹aSbc\¹¹^» \�¹¹ اb�
¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U SZ[Zو�. 

     

7.         d�x[¹�i صx¹T} �¹Z� نS^¹_ن ا\`راS¹aSbc\�¹ ا\ «^b�
 ¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U. 

     

8.   S^¹¹¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹¹¹aSbc\¹¹¹¹^» \�¹¹¹¹ اbن أن� º¹¹¹¹¨}أ  dZ�S¹¹¹¹¨i
 ¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U d�x�\ Sً�xT}. 

     

9 .    d¹¹¹�\ صx¹¹¹T} d¹¹¹aSbن آS^¹¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹¹aSbc\¹¹¹^» \�¹¹¹ اb�
 ¥kx[{\ Sً�vU ¥{b�U. 

     

10.        �¹¹¹i ]^aS¹¹¹bc\رة ��¹¹¹ اS¹¹¹b�[\ت اS�x¹¹¹�x[\ءم ا�b¹¹¹U
 �USiS[bاه. 

     

11 .  U ¹¹¹v{     �¹¹¹¹yu �¹¹¹� �US¹¹¹rSu رةS¹¹¹b�[\ت اS�x¹¹¹�x[\ا �
TT�U� ) تS�x�xi لSti  d¹^aأد ،d^ر��SU ،d^[{�

 ) .ا\¦...

     

12.     d¹�{\ دفS¹ام ه`�b_ا ]i �\ نS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا ]c[�
de{b�[\ا �ZUSTT�U لxyu �� ه�`�S�U d�z^{|}~ا. 

     

13.  ©c[��©       رS¹cأ� ]¹� q¹^v�b\¹[ اi نS^¹_ن ا\`راS¹aSbc\يا 
q�S¨iو®را£ي  و�  d^T�¨\ا. 

     

14.  ©cّ[U�¹¹¹©  دq¹¹¹ei ءS¹¹¹©a ]¹¹¹i دةS¹¹¹[\ا`�S¹¹¹�U ات�}  l¹¹¹{�
 ��Se\ا ��S[brVا�� اxb\ا. 

     

15.  ©cّ[U�¹¹© `�S¹¹�U داتq¹¹ei ءS¹¹©a ]¹¹i �¹¹\ دةS¹¹[\ا�}  l¹¹{�
[{ّ�U �^¯©U� TT�U �yu ���. 

     

16.  ©cّ[��©      ¹Uاqv� ]¹� q¹^v�b\¹[ اi نS^¹_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا� 
  d¹¹¹�z^{|}~ا d¹¹¹�{\Sa d¹¹¹^�S[brVا)  d¹¹¹�{\ام ا`�b¹¹¹_أي ا
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i ا��xb\ا �rأ ]i d�z^{|}~ا x¹u ]i ]�q�°ا ��\ 
.( 

17.    l¹¹\إ d¹¹�{\ا ¥£S¹¹fو l¹¹{� نS^¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹aSbc\ي اx¹¹b��
 : Sr{± �©q�SهS ا\}�d�x ا\]�Sti de{bل 

(Expressing opinions: I think, I believe, 
etc…) . 

     

18.   �� ]�q�°ا �i ا��xb\ن اS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا �\ «^b�
 d^eT\ا d�q�\ء، ا\]|(دا�� ا�iz\ت، ا\]�}�اS�x[ (
 l©�[\ا �Z� �rأ ]i. 

     

19.        d¹^�S[br¹§ أدوار ا[ّyU نS^¹_ن ا\`راS¹aSbc\�¹ ا\ «^b�
 .ا\xi �� de{b�i / ± S�bاk¥ ا\xbا�� 

     

20. ّ̀م ا\S¹¹aSbcن ا\`را_S^¹¹ن أ�¹¹i d¹¹e{b�i VًSc¹¹[ ا\|]�¹¹      ¹¹y�
d^£S¨}~وا d�qv�\م (: اSZeb_Vل ) ا\�}± واSti : 

(She sleeps at ten./Does she sleep at 
ten?/Sleep at ten). 

     

21.  ©cّ[� �¹¹©    d¹¹©iأز ]¹¹i ³¹¹y�b\¹¹[ اi نS^¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹aSbc\ا
 �b\اث ا`uا�SZ_أدر . 

     

22 .  ©cّ[��©  dbvt[\ا �[|\ام ا`�b_ا ]i نS^_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا
 d^e©[\وا. 

     

23 .  ©cّ[��¹¹¹©     صx¹¹¹T} اءةq¹¹¹k ]¹¹¹i نS^¹¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹¹aSbc\ا
 .\]d^�x�x و�ux\Sa ¥TbU SZ[Z`ة ا

     

24.  ©cّ[��¹¹¹©      صx¹¹¹T} d¹¹¹aSbآ ]¹¹¹i نS^¹¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹¹aSbc\ا
 d^�x�x[\ة ا`ux\Sa ¥TbU. 

     

25.  ©cّ[��¹¹¹©   ±^\S¹¹¹_ل أS[�b¹¹¹_ا ]¹¹¹i نS^¹¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹¹aSbc\ا
      ¥¹¹TbU صx¹T} d¹aSbآ l¹¹{� �}`�S¹�� S¹[i d¹�x©bi

 d^�x�x[\ة ا`ux\Sa)  ار وا\��¹ف وأدواتqcb\ا �ti
 ¢aq\ا\¦ ... ا. ( 

     

26.  ©cّ[��¹¹©     ت ذاتVS¹¹yi d¹¹aSbآ ]¹¹i نS^¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹aSbc\ا
 d\Sy[\ع اx�xi SZ^� ّ̀م y� d^uSbbات ا�qy�. 

     

27.  ©cّ[��©       �¹[|\ا l¹{� فq¹�b\ا ]¹i نS^¹_ن ا\`راSaSbc\ا
 . أqkأ اd^uSbb�V �� أّي �qyة

     

28.  ©cّ[��¹¹¹©   �¹¹¹[|\ا d¹¹¹aSbآ ]¹¹¹i �¹¹¹\ نS^¹¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹¹aSbc\ا
 d^uSbb�Vا`©� daSbات  آqye\ا. 

     

29. ا\S¹¹aSbcن ا\`را_S^¹¹ن S¹¹^�aرات ¹¹�bi`دة z��¹¹}      ]¹¹iّود 
 Sً�vU ¥{b�U �[|\ا �Svوأ� d�x�{\وا d�x�©\اآ^± اqb\ا

 ¥kاx[\ف ا�b�V. 

     

30. ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن S[{c\Saت وا\qbاآ^± ا\z��}  �bّود 
i �©©c[U[ ا\q�S¹¨i ]¹� q¹^v�bي و®را£�¹ وأ�S¹cري      

 d^{�Sea. 
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31. ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن S[{c\Saت وا\qbاآ^± ا\z��}  �bّود 
 ]�q�°ا �i ��Se\ا�� اxb\ا ]i �©©c[U. 

     

32. ا\SaSbcن ا\`را_^Sن S[{c\Saت وا\qbاآ^± ا\z��}  �bّود 
 l©�i ذات de{b�i صxT} �^¯©U ]i �©©c[U. 

     

33.   l©�i ذات de{b�i تSkS^_ �� `ا�xy\ا ��`yU �b�.      
34.   l©�i ذات de{b�i تSkS^_ �� داتqe[\ا ��`yU �b�.      
35.  ©cّ[��¹¹©      l¹¹\�¹¹ إ[|\�¹¹ ا^{�U ]¹¹i نS^¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹aSbc\ا

c[\ى اq�T\ا SZUا`uوx SZ\ d}. 
     

36.   qv©\ا ��`yU �b�(stress)  �^�©b\وا(Intonation)  أي
  l¹¹¹¹©�i ]¹¹¹¹� q¹¹¹¹^v�b{\ ¶¹¹¹¹�Se�}ت واx¹¹¹¹T\ع اS¹¹¹¹eUار

Sآ±|�b\م واSZeb_V (�q�a l©�i ذات d[^{_ dy. 

     

37.       ·e{\S¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹a ³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹{�bU d�¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¨}ن أS¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹aSbc\¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹][ ا¸b�
(pronunciation) . 

     

38.        b�(spelling)¸][ ا\SaSbcن أ�i~Sa ³{�bU d�¨}ء  
39.   �^kqb\ت اSi��a ³{�bU d�¨}ن أSaSbc\ا ][¸b� 

(Punctuation marks) . 
     

40.  ©cّ[��¹¹©  ]¹¹i نS^¹¹_ن ا\`راS¹¹aSbc\ا\|�¹¹` ا d¹¹�\ ام`�b¹¹_ا
 .وq^aS�U ا\rx¶ وا~�]Sءات �� ا\xbا�� 
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Appendix 6. 
English ( ) 
Unit (  ) 

Text / Activity:  
 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Experiential meaning Field of discourse  

- Process types  
 
- Participants 
 
- Circamstances 

- Experiential domain 
 
 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Interpersonal meanings Tenor of discourse 

- Mood selections 
 
- Person selection 
 

- Agentive or societal roles 
 
- Status 
 
- Social distance 

 
Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 

Textual meanings Mode of discourse 
- Thematic choices 
 
- Cohesion 
 
- Structural patterns 

- Role of language 
 
- Type of interaction 
 
- Medium 
 
- Channel 
 
- Rhetorical thrust 

Text type : 
Register  : 
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Appendix 7. 
English (102) 
Unit ( Ten ) 

Text :Reading 
 

Antony’s Speech in Julius Caesar 
Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 

Experiential meanings Field of discourse 
- Process types 

Mainly relational : is , are , have 
Verbal : say , spoke 
Behavioural : cried , wept , mourn 
Mental : see , love , fear  

- Participants  
Carrier : Caesar , you 
Sayer : Caesar 
Behaver : Caesar 
Senser : you 
Attribute : honourable , ambitious 
Verbiage : he was ambitious 
Phenomenon : him 

- Circumstances  
In Caesar’s funeral , there 

- Experiential domain 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Interpersonal meanings Tenor of discourse 

- Mood selections 
Mainly interrogative : will you be 
patient ? 
Imperative : Hear , come down 

- Person selection 
Mainly second person : you third 
person : he  

- Agentive or societal roles 
         Politician and crowds in ancient 
Rome 

- Status 
Hierarchic and Permanent 

- Social distance 
Maximal  

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Textual meaning Mode of discourse 
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- Thematic choices 
Mainly interpersonal: Oh , masters , 
will … ? read it 
Topicals I shall do Brutus wrong 
Textual : if , and , so   

- Cohesion 
Substitution , references , ellipsis , 
repetition 

- Structural patterns 
Fit with oratories / narratives 

- Role of language  
Ancillary  

- Type of interactive 
Dialogue 

- Medium 
Written  

- Channel 
Graphic 

- Rhetorical thrust 
Literary 

Text type : Narrative / story genre 
Register  : Language of drama (literature) 
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Appendix 8. 
English (102) 
Unit ( 9 ) 

Text: Listening  
 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Experiential meanings Field of discourse 

- Process types 
Mainly material : constitute  

- Participants  
Actor : Statues , His Majesty 

- Circumstances 
In certain exceptional circumstances 

- Experiential domain 
 Legislation 

 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Interpersonal meanings Tenor of discourse 

- Mood selections  
Declarative 

- Person selection 
(objective) 

- Agentive or societal roles 
Not stated  

- Status 
Not clear 

- Social distance  
Not clear 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Textual meanings Mode of discourse 

- Thematic choices 
Topical / textual 

- 
- Cohesion 
 Repetition  /  reference 
- Structural patterns 

Fit with information reports 

- Role of language 
Constitutive 

- Type of interaction 
Monologue 

- Medium 
Spoken  

- Channel 
Phonic  

- Rhetorical thrust 
Informative 

Text type : Information report /factual 
genre 
Register  : Language of law 
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Appendix 9. 
English (102) 
Unit ( 2 ) 

Activity :Speaking   
 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Experiential meanings Field of discourse 

- Process types 
- Participants 
- Circumstances 

- Experiential domain 
Advantages and disadvantages of 
technology 
 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Interpersonal meanings Tenor of discourse 

- Mood selections 
-Person selection 

 

- Agentive or societal roles 
Not stated 

- Status 
Not clear  

- Social distance 
Not clear 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Textual meanings Mode of discourse 

-Thematic choices 
- Cohesion 
- Structural patterns 

- Role of language 
Constitutive 

- Type of interaction 
Dialogue 

- Medium 
Spoken 

- Channel 
Phonic 

- Rhetorical thrust 
Argumentative Text type  : Discussion factual genre 

Register  :  Language of technology 
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Appendix 10. 
English (101) 
Unit ( 14 ) 

Activity / Writing :  
 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Experiential meanings Field of discourse 

- Process types 
  

- Participants 
- Circumstances 

- Experiential domain 
Is money the root of all evil ? 

- Short – term goal 
To express opinion 

- Long – term goal 
To argue a case 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Interpersonal meanings Tenor of discourse 

- Mood selections 
- Person selection 

- Agentive or societal roles 
Not stated 

- Status  
Not clear 

- Social distance 
Not clear 

Lexicogrammatical analysis Contextual description 
Textual meanings Mode of discourse 

- Thematic Choices 
- Cohesion 
- Structural patterns 

- Role of language 
 Constitutive 
- Type of interaction 

Monologue 
- Medium 

Written 
- Channel 

Graphic 
- Rhetorical thrust 

Persuasive 
Text type : Exposition 

Register  : Language of social studies 

 
 
 
 
 

JQRSTUا �� JVuK\TLا� Jt\USX لS�wرات ا�S�_U JKqراjUا �Zz\U JK_VWgw Jqدرا 
Y�L J�iو �R JKLردOا JKhK� و

 إ�`اد
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 �S_�` JTVjن jK_c ��|cي
 ا\]¨qف

 �VSL درو�V اJ`Y�U اjUآWZر
 �\R 

 
) 2( و )  1( \�� ه�� ا\`را_d ه� S�iو\i qv�\ d`ى وd^e^f ا\bc± ا\`را_^SZ[\ dرات اSTUVل                                              

d^e^fx\ت اS�x�{\Sa l[�� Si رS إ ][� �\وذ d^}ا�رد d�iS|\ا �� .    ]^[�k ]i d_ه�� ا\`را »}xcU `y\
i`ر_� هUS^[        ه`ف ا\��y ا�ول إ\S^k lس i`ى وd^e^f ا\aSbc^^[ ا\`را_^^[ �Z� ±�u                                     :  ر£^�^^[   

                            d�iS|\ا dv{  و d^}ا�رد d�iS|\ت �� اS�{\ا zآqi �� ]^UدS[\ا     d^}ا�رد .              l\ه`ف إ `y� �}St\ا ��y\ا Siأ
                                               »a ذجx[}  ±�u لSTUVرات اSZi ±bآ �� de{b�[\ \d^e^fx ا ا  q�S©� رS¨b} ا  d^e^آ ]� ¥¨c\ ا

qاآ^�v �� آ� {§ إ\l        وi[ ه©s� Sن �U}^� ا\©�^½ ا\©�xي وا\Butt et. al  .               b))  2001(( و®�qون      
) _xاء أآSن آS^aSb أو �Sr  )           S�xe{± و�¥ ا\�^Sق i[ u^¾ ا\]x�xع، وا\xbا��، وأ_}xب ا\��Sب                          

 . _�U �� `�S`�` ا\�©q�S ا\d^e^fx �� ا\©§
��qاض     a ))2001  ( (Butt et. al« و®�qون         و\�ا �S©a q�`yU �[{_ �^[TU �U `yء �}x[} lذج                    

         Sbc\ا d^e^fى و`i سS^k      ]^^_ا\`را ]^a .                          ونq�®و »a ذجx[} l{� ءS©a ]^^_ا\`را ]^aSbc\ا �^{�U �U S[آ
 ))2001  ( (Butt et. al                             �v^اآqb\ي اx�©\ا\©�^½ ا �^{�ba أ`v� ق وا\�يS^�\ا �^{�ba ³{�b[\وا

 .\}©xTص \�x¥ ا\]�S{� ا\�qvو�d وا\xbا�}^d وا\©��Z\ d^T ا\©xTص
أyb�� dv{�  .   Si`ون أن درdr ا\d^e^fx �� ه�� ا\d\`b�i ±bc                         أqZfت ا\©Sb£½ أن ا\]`ر_^[ وا\                           

�U}^� ا\aSbc^[ ا\`را_^^[ �y` أqZf أ{¶ \^� À]xU dازن �� xUز�� �©q�S ا\d^e^fx �� آSZi �aSbرات                                      
ا\�qvو�d وا\xbا�}^d وا\©d^T و�}xb�i lى و�¥ ا\�^Sق                       :  اSTUVل �}xb�i lى ا\]�S{� ا\�tث                 

 . ا\]x�xع، وا\xbا�� a^[ ا��qاد، وو_^}d ا\xbا��: \}�©q�S ا\d�^£q ا\�tث
\©Sb£½ ا\�U �b ا\�xTل �}^�x\ d|^b} SZ¥ ا\�^Sق                                                  و�]c[ ا\xyل ا{¶ \^� À]a Si dk�� d^[ ا

                                                   qZfأ ¾^u ؛d^e^fx\ا ��Z\ ]^[{�[\وا ]^_ت ا\]`رSص وإدراآxT©{\ �v^اآqb\ي اx�©\ا �^{�b\وا
و�]c[ أن ��zى ذ\� إ\d^e^fx\  .             dy^yu l دا�� ا\aSbc^[ ا\`را_^^[             ا\S� �c¨a  �^{�bم �v�} �}`U �� ا           

                                        d^vر�`U ½iاqa أي d[À �^\ ¶}أ ¾^u ؛d�{\ �e^fx\ا l�©[\Sa مSU و�� l{� اx�^\ dv{�\وا ]^[{�[\أن ا
وأqZfت ا\©Sb£½ أba ³{�bU �Z\  .               ]^a Si ¶aS¨U d[À ¶}`ر�� ا\}�d ا~{|}^d�z آ}�d أqi �� d^v©rآz ا\}�Sت

   aSrإ      dv{�\ت ا\]�}]^[ واS  .                              ام`�b_ا l{� d^{vyb�[\ث اS�aا� zآqU ل أنxiÂ[\ا ]i ¶}Âa d_أو�« ا\`را
                                        d�z^{|}~ا d�{\ d^_ا\`را ±bc\ا �^^yUت وSix{�[\ا �[|\ d{�S� و d^�x�xi d{^_xآ d^e^fx\ذج اS[©\ا

d^}SÀ أو d^v©rأ d�{آ. 
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